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Inter-Fraternity Council President 
Bl Ad • • • Commends GSIS ffllRISfraflOR Apt Dwellers 
Pledges Assistance 
To Rho Mu Theta 
Claims Organizations 
Not Being Supported 
by Jeff Falkner 
by Alan Hyman 
President Dlllingbam held the 
first of ,a series of monthly press 
'conferences on Wednesday, Octo-
ber 3, for representatives of the 
various mass media on campus. 
In his opening remarks Dr. 
Dillingham stated .that he 
th~ght the students in the Ter-
race Dormitories were taking the 
inconveniences very well. "The 
situation was not perfect when 
they moved in," he said, "but 
What started out as a cool fall out to ·crush college enterprises." the students are adjusting excel-
breeze .turned into a major temp- After an hour of debate other 
est Tuesday night at the IFC questions were raised as to who 
meeting. · had the power in the adminis-
lenUy." Dorm 23 will be ready 
for occupancy on October 1"5, 
and Dorm 24 will be ready by With ·the force of a !hurricane tration. They asked why many 
the· greek legislative body lashed social questions were referred to November 1." All of the new 
into the policies of the adminis- the academic deans, and not the dorms will be ready, and the 
tration, condemning them for not personnel · deans. contractors will have finished 
'supporting and standing behind It was the general consensus work on all dorms by the end 
the student body. of IFC that "the greeks are be-
The igniting spark was the re- ing discriminated against." They of the first semester. The new 
quest from Rho Mu Theta that feel that ~Y should be some- dining hall is also scheduled to 
they receive some support for thing ,to be looked up at since open January 16, but ,that date 
their flower sale. Bool's flower they are an asset to the school. is not completely d¢inite, 
shop was selling flowers in' direct It was brought up that ithe ad- Coming events that were dis-
competition with ,them, and R'ho ministration has no qualms about cussed included the Convocation 
Mu felt that since they have the asking the greeks to organize and on October 22. At that time the 
campus franchise, Bool's should nm things, such as ,the blood Speech Clinic will be named for 
be excluded from campus. drive, United Fund, and the most Sir Alexander Ewing. This con-
It was also the contention of recent request to "clean up vocation will be compulsory for 
Rho Mu that Bool's was under Ithaca." all freshmen, and it is hopl!d 
selling them for "revenge" since With the services that the that all upperclassmen will at-
they did not purchase their flow- greeks do they want to know tend. 
ers from Bool's, and·went to 1µ1- "why all they get for their Parents Weekend will be Octo-
other florist instead.' . · troubles is rats, no parking, ber 28-30. As you have noticed, 
Rho Mu went to the adminis- faul·ty fire extinguishers, iand a special emphasis is being 
tration for help, and were told general attitude of indifference placed on getting the grounds in 
that nothing could b,e done. towards the greeks from the ad- order before this weekend. On 
IFC resolved· ,that a letter ministration." the Saturday morning of Parents 
would be sent to the Ithaca Cham- As a last order of business IFC Weekend, there will be an sa-
ber of Commerce the Bet,ter Busi- asked that each member take to dress by President Dillingham 
ness Bureau and' Bool's condemn- their house the proposal that a and Provost Davies, and later an 
ing the acti~n of the flower shop. giant rally be held to further the informal meeting of parents and 
It was then brought up that cause of ·the greeks, in their fight faculty. 
the "college administration was for better campus recognition. (Continued on page 2) 
not standing behind the greeks," 
IFC Fall Weekend 
Plans Casual Format: 
Concert and Rock Dance 
Replace Customary Formal 
The Cyrkle 
The old Rhondells of Lafayette College used to play at Trudy 
Heller's in the City. This summer they are booked as the top 
supporting act for the Beatles' tour. 
3086 Enrolled at College 
This year's IFC Fall Weekend 
is designed to give all the stu• 
dents on campus a casual and 
enjoyable weekend. The format 
of the weekend has made so that 
a weekend ticket can cover all 
events or people may purchase 
individual tickets for specific ac- · 
tivities. 
Mu Phi Epsilon is sponsoring 
a concert on Friday night in Ford 
Hall beginning at 8:15 p.m. The 
Soloist, Asuncion Deiporine, is a 
sister from the .sorority's Philip-
pine chapter. Admission to the 
concert is 75 cents for students 
and $1 for adults. 
Following the student concert, 
the Carnival will swing into mo-
tion in the Recreation Room. 
Each Greek will be operating 
some kind of games booth. The 
Clouds will provide the music 
for the rock 'n roll dance, and 
beer "will be served. Admission is 
either a weekend ticket or one 
dollar per person. 
The King and Queen will be 
crowned at 10:30 p.m. during the 
Carnival-Dance. 
Friday's- curfew is 3 a.m. Girls 
are required to show their week• 
end tickets to their House Moth-
ers in order to receive the ex-
tended curfew. 
The No Shave ·contest will be 
judged Saturday morning. 
The Greeks are holding a ban-
ner parade during the Bomber-
Susquehanna football game. The 
banner competition will be 
judged during the half time show 
by faculty members. It is spon-
sored by Pi Lam. 
and that "something should be 
done to keep us from being 
toasted since the administration 
is doing nothing to protect col-
lege organizations from down-
town business machines who are 
In order to get everybody For 1966 Fall Semester (Continued on page S) 
TO Attend Conference The enrollment at Ithaca Col- The Drama Department went Employment 
200 College Officials 
------------- An estimated 200 presidents the University of Rochester will lege reached a total of 3,086 from 84 to 109 students, an in-
and other high ranking officials be· moderator of a session on students for the fall semester. crease of 25; Radio-Television 
Sa.tety Patrol in higher education are expected educational leadership Wednes- This represents an increase of went up 27, from 168 to 187. 1 1 to gather on the campus Tuesday day morning. Consultants for the over 350 students from the Enrollment in the Speech pro-
I II and Wednesday, October 18 and discussion will include Gerald previous academic year. gram went up 58, from 57 to nsta S New 19, to attend the annual meeting P. Burns, President of Independ- According to the Director of 115, and Speech Correction went of the Association of Colleges ent College Funds of America; Admissions, l\lr. Henry Enzian, down 23, from 121 to 98. 
2-Way Radio and Universities of New York Very Rev. Laurence J. McGin- the largest increase occurred in There are 943 freshman en-State. ley, S. J., Vice President of St. the School of Arts and Sciences, rolled at Ithaca College, com-
Th Saf ty D
. . . . ....,;tuted The two-day meeting will be Peter's College; Martin Meyer- which registered 1910 students pared with 980 students in last 
e -.!~- ~vision m"':"' ti primarily concerned with the son, President of the State Uni- for the fall° semester. This com- year's freshman class. The aver-f ~e; "'3d~ ~ ~umca .~n problems of leadership at a time versity of New York at Buffalo; pares with 1538 students one age Verbal S.A.T. score is 535, 
as on ay w c PI'OV1 e when the state's collegiate insti- Ewald B. Nyquist, Deputy Com- year ago. and the average Math S.A.T. is 
:uch f~r an~ more depen~- tutions, both public and pri- missioner of Education, the S~te The increase is proportionately 551. The median rank in high 
bltwe service. ~s new ~emti 1S vate, are experiencing a dra- Education Department, and John greater among women students, school class is the 72nd per cent. 
a o-way voice commumca on ti . · llm ts s T 11 Pr "d t f th st te who outnumber male students. There are 27 states and six whi h ..,_;ts direct ta t be ma c increase m enro en , . o , esi en o e a 
tw c ~~ ~"- con c · physical facilities and commit- University of New York at This year there are 110 more foreign countries represented. 
een e o l"LL ... e~. . ments. Stony Brook. women students than men, while The majority of these students 
In the _Past. the· officer _calling Frank c. Moore, former lieu- James E. Allen, Jr., state com- last year the margin was 92. come from New Jersey, Connecti-
w_as ~uired to use a pagmg ~e- tenant governor of New York missioner of Education, will be The School of Music has the cut, Pennsylvania, and Massa-
vice m ,the form of a beep .Sig- and now president of the Gov- the speaker .at the Wednesday largest enrollment in its 74 years chusetts. 
nal which called . the receiver ernment Affairs Foundation, will noon Luncheon. with 432 students, an increase of ,-.-----·--------. 
to a. tel_ephone. This_ made c_om- address the opening session at Following luncheon the an- 24 over last year. 
mllnU:ation very . mconvement 3:30 Tuesday afternoon in the nual business meeting will be The School of Health and 
and mdependable m the event Ford Hall auditorium. He will held. The resolutions committee Physical Education experienced 
of a power failure. discuss issues affecting higher is headed by Charles E. Adkins, a slight drop, from 492 to 444, 
OF SPECIAL INTEREST 
The new system is completely education that are expected to President of Briarcliff College, exclusive of the Deparbnent of 
battery powered and therefore be considered by next year's and includes Howard Dilling- Physical Therapy, which went up 
IN THE ITHACAN 
THIS WEEK 
¢ 
may be tised when there is no Constitutional Convention. ham, President of Ithaca College, 6 students, from 277 to 283. 
access to electric power. The James A. Perkilts, President and Father William J. Reilly, Within the College of Arts and Library 
transmitter uses a peak of 25 of Cornell University and chair- President of LeMoyne College. Sciences, those enrolled in the 
pg. 2 
wa~ts and can be used for the man of ,the Regents Committee Following adjournment of the Liberal Arts programs went from IFC Pictorial .. 
entire Ithaca are3: f, on Educational Leadership, will Association constituent mem- 781 to 1015, an increase of 224. 
This is one way In Fhich the be the principal speaker at the be f th, · C . . In The Accounting program went Post Grads Jobs 
safety division is constantly im· annual banquet Tuesday evening rs O e ommISSi~n on · down 8, from 97 to 89, while 
proving service to the· Ithaca in .the Egbert Union. dependent Colleges will hold a Business Administration went up Soccer .... .. 
College student. President W. Allen Wallis of special meeting. 51, from 230 to 281. 
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Recruiting 
To Start 
The first full-scale employer 
recruitment interviews are about 
to take place on the Ithaca Col-
lege campus. According to Pro-
fessor Charles Lowe, director of 
service for career plans. There 
will be intervjews scheduled 
throughout the first semester, 
beginning with F. W. Woolworth 
and Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Co. 
Other firms which will be 
sending representatives include 
Price \Vaterhouse, RCA, IBM, 
and U.S. General Acrounting Of-
fice. For complete information 
and to sign up for interviews, 
students should see Mrs. Schroe-
der in Room 206 of the Adminis-
tration Complex. 
In order to make the student 
more aware of these services, 
Prof. Lowe has started a careers 
bulletin board on the bottom 
floor of the Administration 
Building, next to the stairway 
and elevator. There will be 
posted general information about 
careers, and specific information 
about interviews, graduate 
schools, and scholarships. 
Ithaca CQllege Library 
Receives -New·· Mate·rial 
.. 
~nyNewspapers 150 Volume 
(afflpU$ s~t'1Y eat.I;: . ~\~nit ~pr~:1p:;~~~~1,,::f 
ln(rease Staff By 3 · · · Program AD.riOuriC(!d' 
The ;~tu~t ·Gov~~ Ex- rises •. They. should be--mailed to 
Patrolmen Albert Brown, Ed- Mr. Edward Brown is from e~ , · Committee ann~ced '.}.'oni Sege_r Bo~ '#A-20.- ·. -
--
~ow Available Set Of Books ward Brown and Roger. Hastings Ithaca and .comes to Ithaca Col- Monday: ithat tJie ltbaca .College -All · applicants will be inter-' - · Tutorial PrograJp. for 1966 - will · •· · 
On Microfilm Added As Gift began work f~r. ~e lthaea. Col- ~ege ~t_er . t\yenty-m:o years of be commencing soon. - 'lbe ·-·pro- ,'<iewecl" __ by_· for.mer -~ .and lege Safety Dmsion on Septem- work at Agway,·Ue is_.the night gram :js··run. by' a-Student-Con- there.~- _be an O!!_~on 
ber First of this year. Edwin security ·officer for the Terrace gress · ccnnmittee - . headed by me~ting ~f _all tators _on .~UJlday, · 
. _ By BETTY HOERNER A 150-volume collection of O'Mara, Chief of the Safety Di- Complex. _ Elaine Mebel mid _Toni Seger. October the · ·twenty-t,hird at I 
. The purchase of microfilm books has ~ently been pre- vision, announced the· hiring · of ·Mr. Hastings, _-who is the night Participants- in tile pl'C)gram which -tim~ · assigmllenb will be 
f-or the library has solved the ~:ii::e as Li~~~ t:cc:~:ia: the three men, which brings_ tb_e security officer for •the academic tutor. children from the stir- given.' . -- .. r· 
p.revious problem of storing be f l t rounding eleme tary Jr High bulky newspapers and collect- school Librarian Mary Camp- num r o emp oyees o rune in buildings on cmnpus, aiso re- . n , . , -------------
in.g out-of-print material. News- field. the division. The men were ac• sides in Ithaca. He has !had seven and Sr. High schools~-Last year, 
papers such as the "New York Mr. Carl Gray of Montour quired to help _ meet safety d~ years of experience in this par- the program reached eight 
Times," the "Ithaca Journal," Falls, New _York, gave the gen- m.ands of the rapidly expanding -ti-··•-- Un . f rk . ..,,._ u-. schools: . Fall Oreek, Boynton, 
era! collection of books to the \;UM&.1.- e O wo m . ....., .auo C---'-al,' S J bn, n· b . 
and the war years of the "Japan ll His d ught N campus. rine Corps and was previous'.. t:uu.c t. o an y, So. 
Tim " u bl · co ege. a er, ancy , . :,.,y • • _ • 
RUSS~LL•s _ fii:i:ii} 
SERVICE~ 
es are ava a e on micro- Gary, graduated from Ithaca Mr. Albert Brown is respon- employed by a local building Hill, DeWitt, and . Immaculate 
film at the library. Co pti STATI_ON 
Periodicals such as the Satur• College last June. sible for night security at Quarry firm. nee on. 
day Evening Post have the last The _collection of . books fea- and Valentine Dorms .. He resides The other five patrolmen in This _ year I thaca College stu-
two years in magazine form, and tur8:3 history, ec?nomics, current in Groton and before retiring the Safety Division include· dents will work in co-operation 
211 W. STATE ST. 
affairs and mUSic. ' • · · -
the previous three years on film. One of the books is a very was employed as a cl~ in- James Be~amin, Eugene Hague, with C~rnell tutors in ~ effort 
FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY 
MOSt of the general periodicals, unusual item. According .to Li- vestigator for an insurance com~ Gharles Sinn, Leo Tracy, and to expand the PJ:"OgraJD. Applica- Open 2 ~ Hou_rs-7 · Days 
are contained on lhe rµicrofilm brarian Mary Campfield, a book pany. Bart Graffin. tion blanks are l:lVailable in the _. 273-3711 process, while the professional journals are on a similar, micro- entitled "An Essay on the NII.- - union desk and in . both high 
card process. There are over 100 ture and Princip~es of Sound," r-----------:-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_: _ __,..., 
periodicals on this microtext pro- was published in 1850 and is il- H··11 I B • 
cess. lustrated. This is very unusual I e eg1nS 
Literary collections are also for~ a book published at. ·this 
being acquired on microtex.t. time. The book was used as part Discussion On 
One of the most recent contains of a book exhibit at the Ithaca 
300 years of English-American College Library during com- Current Issues 
Drama. mencement week last June. The 
The acquisitions of the micro- exact value of this unusual item Monday, October 17, marks the 
cards, microfilms, and micro- is unknown. beginning of Hillel's informal 
The majority of the books and diseu.ssion on- CUrrent Issues in 
fiche, (a negative process like unusual items in the collection Jewish Thought. All students are 
the microcards) have increased ... 
the number of volumes from 80,. presented by Mr. Gary came invited to attend at 4:00 in the 
000 to 110,000 books and micro- from bis father's collootion of Chaplain's office in- Dorm.a. Bab-film together. books which predate the Civil bi Goldfarb will lead the group 
The six microfilm readers are War. discussion. 
1~ on the first -floor of the Parent's Weekend, October· 28-
·Hotel 
Leonardo 
cocktail lounge 
Air Conditioned 
_273-1893 
105 N. Aurorcs St. 
libraiy · along with the tw_elve 30, will see Hillel's annual ------------• 
microtext readers. Also avail- brunch for l)arents ·and students. 
able-- is a microprinter which Recruitment Professor Berman of. the Music 
w$._for 45¢, copy a page from (Contin:ued from page lJ D~arlm~ will speak,on his ex~ 
THE 
ORIENTAL 
SHOP mici:ofilm. penences m. Israel 1bis past year Ithaca College has recently be- as a visitltig professor. The 
Press Conference 
(ContinU6a from page 1) 
Next year will be Ithaca Col· 
Iege's 75th Anniversary, and Dr. 
Dilljngbam announced plans for 
an ext~ve fund raising. drive. 
; The Fine Arts Center,_ithe last 
buildilig to be completed in 1he 
original plans for tihe college, 
will·be·started very shortly. One 
teaSOn lor the delay is that the 
contractors' bids came in 15-25% 
above the· estimated cost of fhe 
buildln~ . 
In a question abo\lt bus ser-
vice after all students live on 
campus, Dr. Dillingham. stated 
that it will definitely · continue. 
He mentioned that it.he cost per 
come a member of the Eastern bruneh will be free to Hillel af. 
College Personnel Officers, the :filiates and their gnests and one 
ol~est firm of its type. Through dollar for non-affiliates and 
this, the college belongs to the guests. , 
College Placement Council, W .also . 1 ed ·to which sends the employers fo e are . JJ eas - aD• 
various schools. The College nounce that Professor J. B. Har-
Plaeement Council also publishes court ~f tb_e English Depart-· 
a manual entitled "College !llent will speak ?n November- 2 
Placement Annual 1967 ,, hich m the Recreation Boom on 
gives details on how to ~ply ''D?ath of God" Theologians. 
f · b and lists hat . ,._ This-meeting will i>e open to .all or . JO S. · w: JOuao are students and faculty 
available now. • 
"Chinese, 
Japanese 
East Asian 
Foods 
Oriental Gifts 
Pottery Teak 
AR2-7710 
130 E. GREEN ST., ITHACA 
'.Mrs. Schroeder bas copies of,--------------------------.,, 
this book (for each student) in 
Room 206. She also has a calen-
der of the employers coming to 
Ithaca College from now ithrough 
March. -
CLASSIFIED ADS 
· FRATERNITY JEWEL~Y 
by L G .. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
student is not that much and SPINET PXANO BARGAIN Be11Pousible 
more of a convenience than pay- :,a~ :. ~~:!:\~0 ~~';.~ :::,; ing 25c each -ti.me for city buses. locally· Write Credit. Manager, :P.O. 
Ray- Robinson-Rothschild's Dept. Sto~ 
First Floor 
BADGES - FAVORS - MUGS-- TROPHIES 
Phone AR 2-5000 Box 36. Co~nnd, Ohio Finally, another note on con- ============ 
struction. A new parking lot is 
being constructed across from ..--------------. ,-------------------------.. , 
the union lot. In mentioning this, Quality 
Dr. Dillingham explained that Custom· Framing 
the rumors that next year's 
freshmen will not be allowed cJl,e i!f1 __ --- S/---
cars, are false. In his opinion, -"""""'e .,,,,,_,.,., 
one cannot say arbitrarily that 
one class can have cars and an-
other cannot. 
These monthly pres9 confer-
ences are open to all students 
with Ithaca College Press Cards 
and are quite informative about 
the college and its plans. 
THE FABULOUS 
Dry mounting - Picture 
Rentals - Mats - Arts 
Supplies - Non-glare glass-
Print Catalogues Available 
414 W. Buffalo St. 
272-1350 
TROILll.S 
ARE BACK!!! 
V 
See them at D.C. Fall Weekend 
At the Rock Dance after the Concert 
Beginning Monday, October 10th -
The S~de ,Smart Shoppers 
Wait For! 
Ormond's Semi-Annual Hosiery Sale 
20% or more off our entire.stock of Seamfree and 
full fashioned nylons 
From Jr. Miss to extra long and extra wide 
Regularly 55c to $1.59 
SALE PRICES 
44c to $1.27-with even greater savings by the box 
Custom fit - proportioned lengths 
fer· Petite -Average -Tall in sizes 8-12 
Every new fall color 
Courtesy night Tuesday Oct;) 1th open to 9 p.mr 
Ormond's 
134 E. STATE ST., ITHACA 
Open Monday & Friday 9 a.m. to. 9 p.m. 
Weekdays & Sat. 9 '!·m• to 5:30 
/ 
-
"ACAD~MY 
BEAUTY SALON 
·-
1.13 S. Ca~ga ~t •. 
_Appoin~ents not nece~ary 
; 7 Operators for 7 Tastes 
Open weekdays from 8 a.m.-10 p,m. 
Saturdays from 8 A.m.-6 p.m. 
Phone AR 2-5460 
PARENTS WEEKEND . . . 
Bool1s flower Shop 
Offers -a ·corsage - For Mom . . . 
. . 
A ONETIME ONLY SPECIAL,.;-
Beautiful Lavender Cuttleya 
ORCHID 
- - $2.00 
,.ORDER NOW 
Deadline is Thursday October 20th 
(Other Corsages tool) 
BOOL'S FLOWER SHOP 
215 E. State St. Ithaca 
.' The Blues Proiect 
The rock 'n roll iau blues soul sound has made- them one 
of the most talked about and popular groups around. 
The lead guitarist is Danny Kalb. ' 
IFC · Weekend 
(Continued from. fl(J,lltt 1) 
'psyched for the greatest soul 
blues jazz concert." Bill Thayer. 
Weekend Chairman is holdJng a 
Victory Dance In the Union Rec-
reation Room. This- llance is free 
and open to everybody.· The 
Clouds will be playing for this 
dance, and beer will served. 
The Cyrkle-Blties Project con-
cert will be held .at· 8 p.m. ·1n 
the gym. The attire for the eve-
ning is casual, but·nobody will be 
excluded or fined if they come In 
tie and jacket. The idea of the 
casual dress, especially for the 
concert, was explained in tiiis. 
way. "The Cyrlde, -and .. the Blues 
Project react with the audience. 
If the mues Project get psyched, 
they'll go on over their time. 
They're showmen •.• the concert 
can be great with audience par-
ticipation. __ _ 
Following the concert there will 
be another rock ·'n roll dance in 
the third gym. The music will be 
provided by the Trolls. The cur-
few for Saturday is 4 a.m. t..ate 
curfews can only be obtained by Wine, women, and song. 
purchasing a weekend ticket. 
On SUnday at 1:30 p.m.. The 
Greeks will, compete -In· a Song 
fest. The Sing _fs sponsored by I 
SAL 
. 201 East State Street 
Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 
:9-5 
Fridays 
9-9 
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Messy Fun For Everyone 
A face full of oatmeal . 
Beer, a fortune-teller ancl-a straw hat. 
•ay our Electronics S1.11permarket,. 
1201 Dryden Rd, - Ithaca 
By N.Y.S. Electric & Gas Co. 
ALTMAN & GREEN JEWELERS 
,,,. 
Stop Watch· Special ! ! 
1/10 second Sheffield 
only $11.00 
'V 
Dealer 
144 E. State St. AR 2 • 1810 
Open Fri. till 9:00 p,m. 
What the heck is a 
Frank Hammer 
11STELLARMAN?11 
He's a two-fisted, multi-antennaed communications 
specialist . . . and you'll find him at GRAHAM ROAD 
WEST, just beyond Howard Johnson's, off the new Route 
13 ••. and you can even reach him directly in his phone 
booth-AR 3-9333. 
Duncan Ross gets dunked for TAP booth. 
Jeff Sedwin ineptly shaves balloon. 
You can't resist the 
Scrumptious Cakes, 
Cookies and Pastries 
at 
The 
Pastry Shop 
113 N. Aurora St. 
272-7272 
eJ; ~ 
A Free Chicken Dinner to 
Colonel Sander's 
Chick of the Day 
Andrea Gellman 
Class of 70 
Rooster of the Day 
Mike Barton 
Class of 70 
Please bring this entire 
issue along with identifica-
tion to our store. 
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE 
Kentuck11 fried Ckickea o 
704 W. Buffalo St. 
AR 3-8444 
Fill your 
TRICK OR TREAT BAG 
with 
SPOOKS, GHOSTS and 
HALLOWE'E'N CARDS 
at 
Chcurjan's 
Corner State & Tioga 
l?(l] il"tterrson' s 
MolbiDgas 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
Corner Buffalo 
& 
Aurora Streets 
,r ompko ns 
l?hotog rra phy 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000 
·~ 
I • 
. , 
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bits & pieces MOVIE REVIEW 
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Is the franchise Sacred? The Marking System 
This week an extremely unpleasant thing Last week, Leaders' Group . met to discuss 
occurred; some students found out that they the question of our present marking system. 
were open to the whims of competition while No grading system can be perfect because of 
operating under a franchise condition. ~he . hul;llan elements involved. However, all 
The problem of franchise is deeply im- mst1tut1ons do attempt to have a fair a system 
bedded in the entire idea of Student Serv~es; as possible. 
again, ~he cooperation of downtow:n bus~ness During the discussion many felt that the 
to_p_rov1de the means for some serv!ces with a letter system should remain basically as it is 
mm1mal amount o_f student profit. In . the no~ with the addition of a c+ and c....:..... If 
Rules a~d Regulations <?f Student_ Services,.__ this plan is adopted, a C would equal 2.0· 
the port1oi:i, about grantmg franchises ~ust:?;:· .. C- a 1.7; and Ct a 2.5. The orily proble~ 
b<: looked into. The rul~s say that fr_~nc'1!1ses here is that some uniors this year might not 
wi~l _be granted according to fo~r cntena- have the requirements (2.0) to be Seniors 
pr1or1ty of such a p~oduct o! service; purpose next year. This system could not effect this 
and result on momes received; the general year's Senior class 
policy of the college; and "the -Med or bene- I M" h" S · L S h fit of such a product or service to the college l s ic igan tate aw c ool, they u~e 
comm,unity as a whole". ett€:r gra<les and a c+. In Long_ Island Um-
Very few organizations on this campus use ve_rsity, they have B+ and c+ and no 
ll f d f h . . . . . .f h d minuses. co ege un s or t e1r activities; 1 t ey o not, . 
by Susan Lenox 
Did you know that Frosh 
Broadcast Fundamental students 
gave Mr. Harrison an anniversary 
party ... that Dr. Rand's lectures 
cannot be printed ... that proc-
tors are now called "hostesses" 
. . . that the Hamlet rehearsal 
turned out .to be for real . . . 
that Mrs. Hogan got a thank you 
note from Gamma Delta Pi . . . 
that Dr. Odgen has movie screen 
trouble in TL V . . • <that more 
of the Class of 66 was back Sat. 
. . . that next year there will be 
about 175 practice teachers ... 
that Burr would· like trays taken 
back and students would like a 
good meal . . . that the Bio exam 
followed tradition . . . that we 
need handrails around the new 
complex for rain and snow . . . 
that Bits and Pieces are the only 
things that some p~ople get out 
of a 3:00 lecture . . . that Dr. 
Emery needs spot remover for 
those phone calls . . .- that TH 
VII kids are studing the Third 
Degree . . . that Saga chose the 
wrong night for a food survey 
. . . that As I See It will be 
back ·the first week of Nov . . . 
that IFC Banners wete good 
. . . that it's National News-
paper Week Oct. 10-15 ... that 
the Thing in the Science Bldg. is 
alive ... that D-23 is opening the 
15th • . . that Pi Lam is sponsor-
ing the first IFC Fall Weekend 
Football Banner Contest ... that 
Drs. Dillingham and Perkins had 
birthdays on October 11 • • • 
Herren says there's .too much lit-
ter on campus . . . that Sam--.s 
still here . . . that Student Con-
gress and the Ithacan are think-
ing of merging . . . 
by Rich~~d Gerdau 
If one ti:ies hard enough, it is possible to find something 
good about almost any movie. Even if the film isn't a success 
as a ~hole, there is. bound to. be , one good performance, one 
good hne, or even JUSt one good camera shot. Take Skip of 
Fools at the Ithaca this week for example. There are two very 
good performances (Simone Signoret, and Oskar Werner) some 
very good scenes, and a few moments of fine film drama. (How-
ever, th~re als~ we_re some bad moments, one of them being 
the endmg, which 1s bad enough to ruin anything worthwhile 
that has gone before.) 
Cat Ballou (Ship OJ Fools' roommate at the 'Ithaca) also 
has some very successful moments. This parody of the Holly-
wood western moves along briskly, offering many a laugh along 
the way. What makes the farce even funnier is the fact that 
Lee Marvin, the film's star, snatched the acting Oscar from 
Rod Steiger .•. ah, but that's another story. 
Tke Pa:1,, and How to Use It is a rather entertaining sex 
com~dy, bemg shown at the. Temple this week. (There is 
nothmg really great about ith· but nothing really bad either.) 
The State )s offering W:alt !sney~s The Figh,ting Pri.nce of 
Donegal wh(ch, although 1t wont satisfy adult audiences, should 
keep the_ children amused, and that's what it's intended to do. 
Unfortunately An American Dream was intended for adult 
audie~ces, at least one assumes that · is the case judging from 
the picture's use of profanity. A few swear words however are 
not enough to classify the film ~s adult entertainment. "Virginia 
Woolf' got past the <;ensors because profanity was necessary 
to the film's character development. An American Drea,m, can't 
use this excuse, for it has no character development. ( Its pro-
fanity has no use other than spicing up a dead plot.) 
The story based (I assume quite loosely) on a novel by 
Norman Mailer deals with a TV Commentator trying to crack 
down on the local Mafia. He and his wife are having problems, 
you _kno":, typical_ American marriage difficulties, like her 
sleepmg with anything male, and being constantly drunk. Any-
way, they've been separated, and she calls him. He visits and 
she torments him. They fight,and he p1,1_shes her off the balcony 
of her thirty story penthouse, We watch as she splatters into the 
street, and is immediately run over by a passing car. Coinci-
dently enough, who happens to be in the car but the Mafia leader 
our hero is trying to expose, and an ex-girl-friend he had 
jilted ten years ago. She has obviously since gotten in with the 
wrong_crow~.: Stuart Whitman is the TV Commentator, Janet 
Leigh 1s the ex-girl~ and Eleanor Parker is the sky diving wife, 
but w~at is the American Dream? This is explaine_d in one or two 
sentences between Whitman ·and Lloyd Nolan, playing the dead 
wife's rich and inRuential papa. Acx:ording to this explanation, 
the American dream is in the premise that everything will w~rk 
out for the best in the end. The film's title then is supposed to 
be irpnic for everything doesn't work out. The film. has nothing 
to say and says it tastelessly. The acting is laughable, and 
director Robert Gist overdoes everything except the theme; 
this is left out completely. An American Dream is an exception 
to the rule, there's not one good thing to be found in it, unless 
you enjoy trash . . . sheer trash. 
they must get revenue from another source. A sug~estion was ~ade that there would be 
This means, that a franchise is necessary to a 2 ½ ~t leeway given to the faculty when ------------------------------------------
protect the individual interests of all groups d€:tennimng_ the exact grade under a plus and 
who hold money making projects. Franchis- mmus sySte~. 
ing generally goes along with tradition that Whatever decision is made-hopefully ·one 
certain groups always do certain things until of .c~an!?ie and not for the status quo-student 
such time as which they show themselves no opm1<?n m this is extremely necessary. The new 
lo(!ger capable. markmg system should be designed to give 
Rho Mu Theta has not shown itself incap- stu~ents a better appraisal of themselves and 
able of running a yearly flower sale for Parents th~ir own work-that is why there is such a 
Weekend. This yea~, due to circumstances, thmg as I!}~rks. I~ is also hoped that students 
they changed suppliers; and the supplier is w~o participate in the survey will not just 
now running a competitve flower sale. thmk about the draft but of increasing this 
We certainly are not knocking free com- school's academic atmosphere. Indeed, this is 
petition nor do we want a monopoly-in an :3- hard request but scholarship does pay off 
ugly way-to rear its head on the campus. m the end. 
But, we must insist that this competitive 
flower sale gives a very unpleasant impression 
to all those concerned. This is Rho ·Mu's. major 
money making project. They need this revenue 
to survive throughout the year. For their 
former supplier, every day was a money mak-
ing day. 
This problem leads us to the conclusion that 
the franchise idea is not too well defined. In 
essence the competition is not selling on cam-
pus ( it's not allowed to) so therefore it is 
not technically violating the franchise of Rho 
Mu. But, it is a disconcerting force. Actually, 
for each activity or event held at Ithaca Col-
lege, the problem of town and -gown competi-
tion does arise. But our activities are mostly 
one shot jobs. Downtown is always there and 
Ithaca College students do contribute heavily 
to the cash registers. Why then, for just one 
small ( compared to-an continuous bmaness) 
activity, does an outside influence enter? ·~. 
Perhaps we should also look into the ethical 
question for just a moment now that the fi-
nancial angle has been discussed. The former 
suppliers' sale was announced after they found 
out that Rho Mu could not afford their prices 
and had to go elsewhere ( an interesting rise 
in price since last year). · · 
Yes, we are grateful for downtown business-
men contributmg to our campus; I am sure 
that they are grateful that we spend lots of 
money. If nothmg more, good will isn't such a 
bad thing. When an action appears to be a 
deliberate slight at a former customer, a de-
liberate cut throat_.competition .. 
Students should really be protected from 
this type of attitude; if they are not, groups 
will not be able to raise their own money AT 
THE SAME TIME THAT THEY ARE 
PROVIDING THEIR FELLLOW STU-
DENTS WITH A NEEDED SERVICE. 
Welcome Back Cornell 
Editor 
Cornell Daily Sun 
Ithaca, New York 
Dear Sir: 
The article appearing in the October 6 issue 
?f the. Sun enti~l~d "Pub Expels Cornell Man" 
1s subJect to m1smterpretation. Our campus is 
compact, and our facilities are not extensive. W: regre~ that limitations on space may re-
qmre at times the limiting of activities to our 
own student body. Of course, abuse of privi-
leges in the part of either Ithaca College stu-
dents or visitors will not be tolerated by stu-
dent government representatives. 
With these reservations I wish to reiterate 
a long-sta~ding policy of the College. Visitors 
and _e~pecially st~dents from colleges and uni-
versities are always welcome on our campus. 
, / Sincerely, 
· Earl E. Clarke 
Dean of Students 
~eedless, to say, we are grateful that the 
pohcy about Cornell students and stags in 
particular has been clarified. Cornell is once 
again welcome at all Ithaca College activities 
including dances and the Pub. ' 
We hope that the few instances in which 
Cornell students had been asked to leave just 
because ·they were Cornell will be forgotten. 
. The relationship between Cornell and us 
1s generally a close one, and now that Cornell 
students are welcome at all events, we hope 
t~at this_ relationship between the two schools 
will costmue to grow. 
All we ask, is that both schools' students 
accept · their own responsibility and behave 
accordingly. 
witnessed some being loud and 
obnoxious but by "trouble" I 
assume the editor means violat-
ing campus law and order. 
The Ithacan will print all letters from Ithaca College students, , The editor continues by saying 
faculty, and administration providing that they are signed. Although that because there are generally 
at times we may print letters from other sources, we do not make more boys than girls at the 
this our practice. dances theere are "males who 
, . . . have nothing to do but get 
The Ithacan respects our readers opU11ons and will allow space drunk and start fights." The 
for all to express their opinions provided that they are not libelous, editor makes the ridiculous as-
slanderous, or directly injurious to a person or institutions reputa- sumption that because there are 
tion and/or character. more boys than girls the boys 
will get drunk. The editor con-
tinues by implying that because 
a male becomes inebriated be 
imemediately thinks of fighting. 
All letters become the property of the Ithacan, and we r~rve 
the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to us. · ' 
The third and possibly the 
funniest part of this diatribe is a 
LIQUOR POLICY general a series of gross mJUS: plea· by -the editor "that Ithaca 
Dear Editor: . tices were listed as behavior to College students would - for 
The Administration's policy of both Cornell and Ithaca College once--stay sober· and not cause 
restricting non Ithaca College students. trouble for the bell of it." (This 
stags from dances and from the For example, to quote .from the was in refemece· to ~e number 
Pub since its opening last spring editorial, "We agree - that this of IC stud;ents who visit Cornell 
was changed last week. Under the policy seems grossly unfair" _(dis- U. fraternity parties.) Of course, 
new policy all visiting students crimination against Cornell stu- we all know that every student 
are welcome in the Pub and at dents at dances and in the.pub- fro~ IC who attends a C.U. fra-
the Ithaca College dances. the latter which ·has been amend- termly party has only two aims: 
At last Friday's dan<:e, there ed) • • • " we would like= to in- l) to get drunk and 2) because 
were visitors from the Univer- troduce a few facts to · the gen- of his drunkedness "cause trou-
sity of Rochester, the University eral attention of the·- students. ble." 
of Pennsylvania, and even cor- The major _.reason that Cornell In reference to the "john" (a 
nell. students are restricted frbm the rather childish colloquialism con-
I would like to complement the pub and from union: danbes (is) sidering the "urgency" of the 
students on their general be- that Cornell generally I causes message) which had .to be re· 
havior in the Pub and at the trouble." I have been at. IC for paired eight times in one semes-
danees so far this year. four years and in attending up ter, I' personally saw two IC : 
If you would have your m to 75% (a conservative estimate) students playing "punch the 
cards or other proof of nge ready of_ the union dances 3*d have ceiling" ~ere last spring. Also 
for inspection at the entrances to witnessed only one fiefit-one I would like to know how could 
all school functions at which punch as a matter of fact. This all this damage be "attributed 
alcoholic ·beverages are sold, we was two years ago when!:a group t? Con:i,ell" (as was 5?lted) when, 
would appreciate this. It would of our own tried to {crash a since its early ·beginnings, the 
help us in the protection of the dance through the door·jDot then pub bas been closed to Cornell 
liquor license and of speeding being used for collecthig tickets students excepting those with 
your entry into the dances or as an exit. There -w'as a dis· dates. Presumably the C.U. stu-
Thank you. · agreement -between onf!' of those dent wit!h a date is more desir· 
Steve Wallace running the dance and one of .able and is therefore not prone 
Chairman, Liquor commission the "Crashers". One of the crash- to, damaging "johns." 
ers threw a punch (it missed) The editor wasn't satisfied 
Dear Editor: and they all decided to leave. I with a harangue on the mons-
The editorial in -the October 6 have never seen at one of our ters which invade from east hill 1 
issue of the Ithacan "Cornell and dance, a Cornell student or Btu· to socialize she continued on to ' 
Us," was at best ludicrous. In dents "causing trouble." I have (Continued on pa.g6 S) 
Gold Review 
Don Cossack 
by Paula Silbey 
~.fter the fine pe~fofmance of Olantunji and his Drums of 
Passion, the Gold Series second presentation, DON COSSACK 
CHORUS AND D~NCERS, was a great disappointment. From 
the 1!1oment the first performer entered the stage, too soon 
( havmg to be pu)led backstage by a fellow performers) until a 
dancer fell down m the last number, I found myself wondering 
how this troupe earned any acclaim. 
. .l\'.1usically speaking, the chorus's main problem was their 
mab1hty to blen~. ~cveral perf?rmers were heard above the 
r~st due to over-smgmg or po?r mtonati6n. The basso-profundo 
did _not blend at all-everyt1me that they entered, their low 
gratmg sounds drowned out the chorus. The pool quality of 
the ,?ass<?-profundo was especially noticeable in "Oh Holy 
God their fourth number. 
. Although the director, Nicholas Kostrukoff walked to each 
section of the c~orus. with his pitch pipe and sou~ded the starting 
not~s at least five tu!Jes, the chorus could not sing a tune. One 
soloist, l\'.fr. Kerag~mz sang so flat that it was almost unbear-
able to hsten to him. 
The _director himself had problems. He could not lead the 
c?orus for they were often ahead of his weak downbeats. The 
smgers rarely entered on cue and when they finally did begin 
several different entrances were heard. ' 
The musical arrangements were also weak. In an "Ave 
M~ria" a tenor: sang broken. arpeggios during most of the piece 
-1t sounded hke _the vocalist was doing a warm-up exercise. 
The most ludicrous part of the concert was the selection 
'.'.Lo~d Have :tyl_erc~" (Ho~p?di pomil~i.") The program stated, 
This compos1t10n 1s so ongmal that 1t has won favor in almost 
all t~e. countries of the world." Actually the song was a mere 
repe~1t1on of. the wor1s "hospodi pomilui" ( it was repeated 
75 times!) with very httle chordal movement and no rhythmic 
complexities. 
The only worthwhile aspects of the program were the solo 
performances by Mr. G. Varnadore, the youngest member of 
the ensemble. He displayed fine control and immense vocal 
power. 
One of the most disappointing parts of the concert was the 
lack of dance numbers. Adveristed as the Don Cossack Chorus 
and Dancers, I. expected an equal distribution of dances and 
vocal selections. This was not the case though. The first part 
of the concert contained no dance numbers and the last two 
sections only contained one dance each. The dances were the 
most enjoyable part of the program. Although the dancers 
did not perform extensively, their presentations were executed 
well. They added color. to the program. Had they been used 
more often, the program might have been enhanced. 
In conclusion, I would say that the Don Cossack Chorus 
and Dancers were not on the same caliber as other groups 
heard on campus. Their poor intonation, lack of phrasing, and 
inability to blend made the performance most disappointing. 
Letters 
Well, because of your support we have been able to select 
not settle. ~lease contin~e to ?ubmit your poems to us. If you 
hhave ahny ideas concerning different material for H-P please 
s are t em. 
Oh Well 
"The Multitude foolishly -seeks out .the magnitude of Pulchri-
" ~ude," lamented intellectual Sue. 
Lets not dally with the Tally" sighed fat Sally trying to act 
as if she knew) ' 
And so 
They sat 
Brain to fat 
On the beach 
While Life went by, giggling, 
And enver stopped to help them cry. 
Hank 
If memory serves, we met a time 
Som_e long, forgotten once ago; 
I drmk your health-you tasted mine 
Our dreams were swollen with the wine· 
The hour died-you rose to go-- ' 
Remember that-YOU rose to go ..... 
I see you now, if vision scrvisc· 
My once-remembered shadoV: 
The withered dreams now hollo'w words-
Why taunt my hearing with such words? 
Ignore my tears-get up and go-
As long, forgotten, once ago. 
Stephen H. Pitches 
what is there 
explanation 
in my mind 
that makes it mad 
surely there 
must be a place 
where I can sleep 
where is where 
that must have been 
before this time 
when all I see 
that's driving me 
has left my mind 
in a meadow 
by a brook 
some distant time 
there must have been 
another me, another place 
another mind 
why is sad 
so raptly mad 
that daylight hides 
in shadowed darkness 
shadowed thoughts 
shadowed mind 
is black so black 
(Continued from page 4) that black 
.\ the male population at LC. ''How I feel ,that the administration is light 
about the IC boys who get drunk responsible for this obviously is breath so dead 
-even at tehir own dances-that unmerited anti.Cornell policy that life is just 
they sit down in chairs and owes the IC students an explan- some hidden mist 
, break them. (In refernece to ation. Since we ar~ all students I hope I'll find 
·· "even at thier own dances", of one town, pursuing similar another place, another me 
where would the· editor have goals, shouldn't there be a com- another mind. 
them go, to Cortland, downtown, munity spirit holding us to- Jeff Kent 
the streets! If our image is so gether? Although the two cam- _________________________ _ 
bad as_ implied, what better puses are divided by the town, 
place to get "so drunk" than in it has never been a barrier to contents of his letter, I find 
our own back yard rather than the traditional exhange of friend- myself as dissatisfied as before. 
burden other colleges, taverns ship. Why our administration try- For example, Mr. Davies ex-
and the townspeople.) Concern- ing to create a barrier where pressed the concern that many, 
ing the rest of the charge; none ever existed before? in fact "most" college profes-
' when a chair is insufficienUy Could it ·be that -after build· sors, feel such a system "to be 
strong enough to hold a body ing up a modem multi-million impossible." As an example, he 
which is sitting on it, the chair dollar campus, we are ashamed cites a chemistry teacher unable 
breaks, or gives at the point to have the Cornellians compare to decide between an 81, 82 or 
least resistant. It, is innane to it to their ivy covered walls? 83. Never having taken a course 
assume the inebriated condition Cornell students may comprise in chemistry, I cannot speak 
of a student caused the chair the upper 2% of the population, with any authority about the 
would be penalized by such a 
revision? I should think he 
would be much more concerned, 
as I am, with the injustice done 
the student who has worked hard 
all semester to get, say, a 2.5 or 
2.75, and then has to suffer be-
cause some lazy slob won't get 
his 2.0 if a more exact, a more 
just marking system is adopted. 
Lee A. Ruff 
to break. Presumably the student but we can't shut ·the doors of subject. Yet I seriously doubt Dear Editor: 
sat down in a way that may be our campus because unfavorable whether any such test would in- Last night I attended one of 
called something other htan reality lurks outside. dicate even one essay-type ques- the finest productions I have 
graceful. Cornell is .an unbelievably tion, the only ·type which I, per- seen the Ithaca College Drama 
I'm sure if a sober person (of gracious host in sharing its sonally, admit might cause some and Speech Department put on. 
the same weight) approached the facilties with our students. Its difficulty. In any case, being an Although :Michael Ollins valid-
chair in question in the exact dances_ at Willard Straight are En~h major in my third ye~ ly stated the facts about tlic slow 
same manner that the chair open to all, so is ,the Ivy Room, of ,tr1plum, mo~ of my t~ts m beginning of the play, and entire 
would have broken anyawy. It is and the librariaes, Olin and Uris. these courses (literature, history, first act, for that matter, I am 
not uncommon for a sober stu- The fraternities extend every and philosophy) have, of course, inclined to disagree that the 
dent to flop upon a chair as it hospitality toward us as they been of the essay type. Yet many play was static. "Summer and 
is for a drunk student. The re- would to a co-ed. How can we of them, offhand I would say at Smoke" is a moving play that 
sults, in this case, would have in turn' loose our Union, Pub least one-half, have _been re- hints at irony and probes at the 
been the sam~. and Snack Bar to them? turned to me bearing number senses. Because a previous sy-
As 
Perhaps the administration grades. Further, let me remind nopsis of the action of the play 
for the other two specifi' c · does have a valid reason for you that I do not advocate a was not mcluded in the "Play-
c_ ases mentioned I am not defend- b"ll " th · this policy. If so, it should be strict number system, but a con- 1 , e audience had to listen 
mg or even considermg" these b · t U t · 
ti 
made public so that wrongs may siderably roader one requiring m en Y o the circumstances of 
th 
be righted and hostili"ties ended. merely the additon of a "+" or the first act, in order to clarify ac_ ons. I know, as everyone els'e 
w1 an open mind, that there Louise Camurati a "-" to the letter grade. the situation at hand. With this 
a~e . as always, a few people Even more disturbing is Mr. handicap, the first act did ap-
(hmitcd either to Cornell or 
IC) 
Davies' suspicion "that on bal- pear tedious. 
who, because of too much alcoh 
1 
d D . ance . . . .the students might The Southern flavor may not 
0 0 things which are re- ear Editor: suffer from tbat kind of re- have been captured because of 
grettable and malicious. But to Let l · t Mr D · me apo OgIZC o . avies vision.," and his explanation of the apparent slips of English die-
generalize and put the males of for the more than liberal inter- the problems involved in gradu- tion into the Southern accent by 
Cornell in the categoryof"vulgar pretation I gave to his letter. ation for a student with a C- Jeff Kramer and Leslie Shreve. 
drunkards" is preposterous. Obvi Iy I 1 ced ous P a too much average. It has always been my I do feel, however, that the slow 
Pat Ritchen trust on my memory of some- ideal that everyone get exactly pace of speech and the some-
thing I had read over a year what he deserves, in college, no times listless portrayls of some 
.. · Dear Editor: 
ago. I assure Mr. Davies that I lesss than anyplace else. Does characters did make the play 
had no intention of wilfully mis- Mr. Davies suggest that a stu- seem Southern. 
Re: Patrice Salzberg's letter 
' "Cornell and Us," I can oni; 
· add lllY wholehearted agreement. 
'" 
' 
'' <! ,, 
.. 
representing his reply. dent who refused to put enough Barbara Ganbaum, I must ar-
However, now that I have had time and effort into his school- gue, gave a very convincing per-
teh time to re-digest the actwil work to achieve a 2.0 index - (Continued on page 11) 
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!FROM THE MAUlROOM 
by Steve Schiffman 
h John had a Jj°a.J. He had an idea so big, so important to him 
t a\ 1r cousmhe his every though. John planned, and planned 
unn 1~a y, c was able to execute his project. ' 
. John:' goal was to build the biggest, the talle~t the most 
bmpressivc House of Cards th~t has ever been seen' since ti~e 
egan. He gathered . around him over 1,000 decks of playing 
cards, and one one bright morning, began work. 
For three days and three nights, John worked at pilin f h~r c
0
ards, one supporting the other. He built and built an~ 
)Ul t. n the mormng of the fourth day, it rained. The water 
washed the cards a:vay;. the House of Cards existed no more. 
Jo~n surveyed the situation, and decided that he would have to 
bmld a wall to keep ~>Lit the rain. The wall was about 3 feet high 
and com_plctely encircled the House of Cards. John began ali 
over agam. 
. J:-fe worked for five nights and five days. On the morning of 
the sixth day, a. gust of wind knocked the card structure down 
The car?s flew m many directions, John surveyed the situation· 
and dec1de_d that he wo~ld have to build the wall taller, to keep 
out the wrn~. John .bmlt up the existing wall to well over 50 
feet. Now neither ram nor the wind could destroy the House of 
Cards. John began all over again. 
J_ohn worked for tw~nty days and twenty nights. On the 
mormng of the t:Venty-first day, the sun became very bright 
a~d ~ot. In fact, it was so war_m th_at John was forced to stop 
workmg. John surveyed the s1tuat1on, and decided he would 
have to place a ro~f on top of the wall, to keep out the rays 
of the s~n. John buil! the roof, which kept out the sun, and the 
~a!I keJ?t out the ram and the wind. Now at last John could 
fm1sh his work. ' 
John worked for fifty more days and fifty more nights until 
at last, the. ?ouse of Cards was completed. There it 'is, h; 
thought,' a h:rmg monument to me, the greatest accomplishment 
?f mans existence. The House of Cards would make John 
immortal. 
. John stepped back to view the structure. He moved back 
until. he f~lt the wall, _and could go no further. John surveyed 
the s1tuat1on, and realized that he had not built a door in the 
wall; there was no way out. John sat down, and smiled. 
!BOOK REVHEW 
Having reviewed Lawrence Ferlinghetti's "Routines" in 
The Ithacan last week, I have chosen to give the reader an-
othe; tast~ of Mr. Ferlinghetti's wonderful style. He is a contro-
yers1al wntcr and each person is passing up a great opportunity 
if they don't at least sample his creativeness. 
. "A Coney Islan? <?f the Mind" is a collection of vivid, at 
t1me.s al~ost su.rrea_hst1c, p~ems written by Lawrence Ferling-
hetti. It 1s fascmatmg readmg and a book of which you will 
never tire. 
The appeal of Ferlinghetti lies in his ability to express 
~he total_ity of life in simple, pu;e and vivid imagery. The 
!mag7ry 1s. drawn from everyday hfc and one is able to easily 
!dcnufy with and recall the feeling of past moments; yet . 
1f one !r'.1nscends this elementary level of 7xperiencing poetry, 
the satmcal tone and the subject matter gives great cause for 
thought. 
It is difficult for anyone to do Ferlinghetti the justice I 
believe he deserves. For that reason he speaks for himself in 
these next two poems. 
9 
Sec 
it was like this when 
we waltz into this place 
a couple of Papish cats 
is doing an Aztec nvo-step 
And I says 
Dad let's cut 
but then this dame 
comes up behind me sec 
and says 
You and me could 
\Vow I says 
Only the next day 
• she has bad teeth 
and really hates 
poetry 
really exist 
Musical Notes 
Ithaca College Concert Band 
\Valtcr Beeler, Conductor 
jib 
American Overture for Band 
4th Symphony 
Joseph Jenkins 
Donald Johnson 
Andante - Allegro 
Allegro con spirito 
1lloderato, Pesante - con brio 
Scenes de Ballet 
Preamble 
Afan"onettes 
Scherzi no 
Dm,ce Oricntalc 
Polonaise 
Intermission 
Variants on a :\-ledieval Tune 
Trio Scherzando for Flutes 
March Troyennc 
:\lexander Glazunoff 
(arr. Kemble Stout) 
'.\ orman Dello J oio 
Lowndes Maurv 
Hector Bcrlio-z 
( arr. Eric Leidzen) 
FORD HALL AUDITORIU:\l 
\Vednesday, October 19, 1966 
8:15 P.l\1. 
·,. 
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Interviews Offered Edward Speno Avery Art Shown A-t IC Museum. 
f -p G d J b To Speak ~ selection of 30 paintings by Or Ost ra O S the well-known American artist, m On Smoking ~h~;e A;;:~~! 0:fvi~ a~~ 
Admissions officers from grad-
uate schools are invited to Ithaca 
College to interview prospective 
students interested in continuing 
their education and to describe 
admissions procedure and cours-
es. Next week the following 
representatives will be on cam-
pus: 
Dr. Salbach from the Wharton 
School of Finance and Commerce 
will be on campus October 19. 
for information pertaining to 
requirements and schools. 
Every senior is entitled to a 
free copy of "College Placement 
Annual-1967". Which may be 
obtained at Prof. Lowe's office. 
Jacki Finch 
Hedrick's Article 
Published in Mr. Knapp from the Business 
Administration School at the 
State University at Buffalo will Music Journal 
hold interviews on October 21. 
For those students who want 
to work after graduation, com-
pany representatives hold inter- Discusses Flut:e 
views for prospective employees. Ass't. Prof. Peter Hedrick of 
Next week students will be able the music faculty and oboeist of 
to spe~ with the following rep- the faculty woodwind Quintet is 
resentatives: the author of an article appear-
October 17-Haskins and Sells ing in the summer issue of "The 
October 19-Massachusetts Mu- American Recorder," a quarterly 
tual Life Insurance publication of the American Re-
-Harris, Kerr, Forster, and corder Society. 
Co. Prof. Hedrick reports deals 
October 20-Price Waterhouse with Jacques Martin Hotteterre's 
Students interested in law treatise on the transverse flute. 
Senator Edward Speno will October 29. The show was select-
make the keynote address for ed by Alicia Legg, associate cur-
the forthcoming Smoking -and ato~ ~~ painting and sculpture 
Health Training Conference at exh1b1tions at The Museum of 
Ithaca College October 19-21 it ~odern Art, New York, for na-
was announced today by Pro- tional tour under the Museum's 
fessor Stephen M. Schneeweiss, ~rogram of circulating exhibi-
conference director. ons. 
Senator Speno, who is well Avery, who died in January, 
known for his support of the 1965, at the age of 71, first ex-
Safety Car Development Program hibited in 1928. He pursued his 
in New York, has taken time out own course despite the rapidly 
of a busy campaign schedule to changing styles and enthusiasms 
address himself to yet another in American painting, increas-
hazard, smoking. The senator is ingly simplifying a lyrical fig. 
currently serving as chairman urative style. The paintings in 
of the State Inter-Agency Coun.- the exhibition, which date from 
cil on Smoking, an organization the period 1941 to 1963, show 
devoted to educating ,the public his progressive mastery of lu-
to the hazards of smoking. minous or acid combinations of 
color· and his ability to distill the 
simplest forms and textures from 
nature while maintaining a ref. 
Mr. Speno plans to present his 
views on such controversial mat-
ters as using tax dollars ob-
tained from the sale of tobacco 
for educating the public .to it's 
hazards and the need for im-
proved legislation on the sale 
of tobacco in New York State. 
erence to his subject 
· "In his work," Miss Legg says, 
"the intimacy of family life is 
extolled but never sentimental-
ized. Figures are treated as 
volumes and color areas, but at 
the same time the personality of 
the individual is unmistakable. 
His approach to landscape and 
seascape reveals the essence of Avery's work has been seen in 
nature-_the diagonal slash of a several retrospecti've exhibitions 
dune across sea and sky, the . ' 
brazen pinks of a sunset, the the most recent ClI'Culated by 
darkness of a forest. . . • His the American . Federation of 
work. _ bis intellectual approach, Arts under a grant from the 
and his warm personality at- Ford Foundation Program !in the 
tracted fellow artists whose Humanities and the Arts in 1960 
styles range from the figurative · 
to the most abstract." 
The earliest painting in the 
exhibition, a · self-portrait of 
1941, shows a compelling humor 
and informality, while others of 
the '40's have a rugged, rhythmic 
Charles B0ykin1s 
Body Shop 
quality and comparative com- Radiator-Body Worlc-Glasa 
plexity. Later works such as 
"Sand and Spit with Gulls," of 
1958, and "Sand, Sea, and Sky,: 
of .f959, are simplified almost to 
the point of abstraction. Among 
the most recent paintings sh~wn 
are a self-portrait of 1961 and a 
double portrait of 1963. 
FREE ESTIMATES 
319 W. State St. 
272-6050 
FREE GAS 
Weekly Drawing for 5 G.allon1 of Gu 
AT 
RAY SEARS ATLANTIC 
(Comer of Green and Cayuga) 
AR 2-2600 
Every dollar spent glves you a chance to this special offer 
for IC students. 
What "'We" sell RV/.- Guarantee 
This Week's Winning Ticket....:..015304 
5 Gallons of Gas-FREEi 
school can contact Prof. Lowe The study clarifies some of the 
technical problems of the re-
corder, the early 18th century 
flute, which has gained great 
popularity during the last few 
Riding Stable 
Available For 
I.C. Students 
years. It also delves into the 
interpretation of French music 
of ·the ·late 17th and early 18th 
Centuries. 
The general public is invited 
to hear Mr. Speno's remarks, 
which will be given in the Ithaca 
College Lecture Center on the 
evening of October 19, 1966, at ---riR;:,;:;:::=~=-o,;-:---:;;:-:-------=~=-=============-
8:00 p.m. Admission will be eStaurants & Carry-Outs Restaurants & · ca;ry-Outs 
At the intersection of Danby 
and Coddington Road on the 
northwest corner of the campus, 
there is a riding stable for LC. 
students which is owned and op-
erated by Ithaca College. 
free. 
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE 
For All Your Insurance Needs 
MOSES PETER 
419 W. Buffalo St. 
273-5693 
Horses are available for trail 
rides at a rate of $2 per hour. 
Groups of three or more are pre-
ferred and reservations are re-
quested 24 hours in advance. 
Riding instruction is offered ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ 
by Mrs. Helen Ware at a rate 
of $4.50 per hour for individual 
instruction and $4.00 per hour 
:for group lessons. Mrs. Ware is 
at the stables Monday thru Fri-
day from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p:in. 
or can be reached by appoint-
- ment. 
Reservations are preferred and 
are to be made through - Mrs. 
Schoonmaker at 274-3239. 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
V 
HICKEY1S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
Are you writing on old 
paper bags? 
Treat yourself to 
beautiful stationery 
your friends and family 
will like it tool 
<> 
Corner Book Store 
109 N. Tioga Street 
Downtown Ithaca 
MOE1S 
Barbeir Shop 
MOSE NORMAN, Prop. 
118 N. Aurora St. 
272 8184 
The magnificent Burnt Ivory leather is . 
hand-burnished to a deep-toned glow that 
grows richer and mellower with age. 
The detailing and hand-shaping are the 
work of talented Down-East shoemakers. 
They ~re shoes for _individualists. $21 95 Drop m .•. let us fit you perfectly. • 
217 E. State St. Community Corners 
since 1920 
Student Charge Accounts 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
• 
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
Every Night But Sunday 
• 
Sundays • Rock & Roll 
PIZZA and SUBS 
by PIRRO'S 
Speedy deliyery to 
your door 
4 p.m. 'til 2 a.m. 
115 E. Green St. 
AR2·1950 
THE NEW 
COLLEGE S-PA 
George Atsedes, Your Host 
College Spa the Most 
216 E. STATE STREET 
SPECIAL 
From HAL's to you 
• 
Sunday Breakfast 
Delicious cream cheese 
and smoked salmon bagles 
Lox and Eggs. 
Smoked white fish platter 
• 
Hal's Delicatessen 
309 E. State St. 
• 
Delivery to all dorms. 
$1.00 extra 
"). AR3-7765 
Tastee - Freez 
316 Elmira Rd. 
Sodas • Sundaes 
50 Flavors of Shakes 
Just Across From The 
Hamburgers 
Hot Dogs 
Grand Union 11:00 a.m .• 12:00 p.m. 
Stone House Inn THE DERBY 
1457 E. Shore Dr:, Rt. 34 CQCKTAIL LOUNGE 
,,. 
Featuring the Singing of 
DELIGHTFUL ATMOSPHERE Charlie Star every FOR COCKTAILS AND 
DINING f:riday & Saturday nites 
Overlooking Cayuga Lake Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
AR2-9882 Elmira Rd. 
Closed Mondays 272-9715 
FREE RIDE 
TO FINE DINNER 
SUNNYSIDE'$ SUNNYBUS SERVICE 
Tuesday through Sunday 5-8 p.m. - Groups of 4 to 7 
Phone AR 3-1200 for free round-trip pickup service. 
Student Dinner Special $1.25 
SUNNYSIDE 
RESTAURANT 
Elmira.Road and Meadow St. 
where the GOOD food is 
Featuring 15c Hamburgers 
Also Fi~h, Shrimp, Chicken & Chill Con Came 
211 Elmira Rd AR3-0407 
Across from Grand Union 
a' 
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Schneeweiss Investigates Drowning Causes Photo Artistry Displayed 
by John Von Soosten 
A two part questionnaire in-
vestigating the causes of drown-
ing and water accidents bas been 
designed and is currently being 
tested by an Ithaca College pro-
naire:- Then, said Professor cident and contributing factors, 
Schneeweiss, the revised question- recent health history, and educa-
naire will be made available to ti.on. 
A Group Photography Show 
in which four up-state lensmen 
display some of their artistry 
is now being held at the Ithaca 
College Museum of Art. The 
show, which will continue 
through October 29, includes 
photographs by Peg Cawley, of 
Oneonta, John Keshishoglou and 
Carl Koski of Ithaca, and David 
Reuther of Lockport. 
national safety organizations for The lifeguard questionnaire is 
mass testing purposes. yellow; the victim sheet is blue. 
' fessor. 
The questionnaire, designed by 
Assistant Professor Stephen 
Schneeweiss of the School of 
Health and Physical Education, 
scientifically seeks data on water 
accidents based on information 
supplied by lifeguards and vic-
tilns or the victim's next of kin. 
The lifeguard section, said The colors were specifically cha-
Professor Schneeweiss, can be sen for easy readability under 
completed in 45 seconds. Re- bright sunlight on sandy beach-
quested information includes lo- es. • 
cation of the accident, depth and Professor Schneeweiss has op-
temperature of the water, a de- crated to date under a grant 
scription of the bottom, and the 
time of day. from the College Center of the 
Miss Cawley is represented by 
50 entries. An assistant professor 
of music at the State University 
College at Oneonta, she received 
a master's degree in music from 
the University of Michigan. 
While she is primarily interested 
in music ,and previously has been 
a member of the music faculties 
oi Colby Junior College and 
Vassar College, she has also 
demonstrated her sensitivity with 
the camera. She ·has had one-man 
shows at Vassar, the State Col-
lege at Oneonta, Oneonta Com-
munity Art Center and at the 
Mugar Art Center at Colby 
Junior College. 
To date, information has been 
collected on 145 oases. The re-
sults are being analyzed and will 
be used to refine the question-
The victim information report Finger Lakes. He has worked 
asks for the victim's previous closely with the Division of Ac· 
swimming training, if any, bis cident Prevention of the U.S. 
familiarity with the swimming Public Health Service. Informa-
area, probable cause of the ac• 
tion was gathered during the 
.--------------------------,..--, summer of 1966 at public pools 
Parents Weekend ... 
ORCHID FOR MOM ONLY $2.00 
order now - deadline Thurs., Oct. 20th 
BOOL,S FLOWER SHOP 
215 E. STATE ST. 
RESTAURANTS AND CARRY OUTS 
Kentucky Fried Chicken 
Col. Sanders' Besi Buy 
BARREL O' CHICKEN .................................... $5.25 
21 Pieces of Chicken 
(Serves 7 to 10 Hungry People) 
Col. Sanders' Individual, 
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN DINNER .................... $1.35 
3 Pieces Chicken, Mashed Potato and Gravy, 
Cole Slaw, Hot Rolls and Honey 
For the Kiddies 
SNACK BOX ........................................................ .85 
2 Pieces Chicken, Mashed Potato and Gravy, 
Hot Rolls and Honey 
Col. Sanders' 
FAMILY THRIFT BOX ............................................ $2.39 
9 Pieces Kentucky Fried Chicken 
(One Complete Chicken) 
BUCKET 0' CHICKEN ••••••••••••••••.••••••••...•••..••••.•••••• $3.95 
15 Pieces Kentuc:ky Fried Chicken, 
1/2 Pint Gravy, Hot Rolls 
(Serves 5 to 7 Hungry People) 
0 
COMPLEMENT YOUR DINNER WITH 
OUR HOMEMADE SALADS 
Potato Salad .......•.....• 
Macaroni Salad •...•..• 
Baked Beans ••..••.•.•••.• 
Cole Slaw ••.•.••...•••••••• 
Gravy ....................... . 
Mashed Potatoes ....... . 
French Fries ............... . 
½Pt 
.25 
.25 
.25 
.25 
.25 
.20 
.25 ......... . 
<> 
Pt. 
.45 
.45 
.45 
.45 
.40 
.40 
• 50 
·•······•·• 
Qt. 
.85 
.85 
.85 
.85 
.75 
.75 
.75 
BUCKET 0' SHRIMP ................................... ~ .......... $4.49 
21 Pieces Large Shrimp, Cocktail Sauce, Cole 
Slaw, French Fries, Hot Rolls and Honey 
FISH DINNER ................................. : ...................... $1.20 
Tartar Sauce, French Fries, Cole Slaw, 
Hot Rolls and Honey 
BUCKET 0' FISH .................................................... $3.95 
5 Orders of Fish, Tartar Sauce, Cole Slaw, 
French fries, Hot Rolls 
SHRIMP DINNER ......... ~ ........................................ $1.35 
Large Shrimp, Cocktail Sauce, French Fries, 
Cole Slaw, Hot Rolls and Honey 
V 
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE 
Ktnt11ek11 fried Ckiekaio 
704 W. BUFFALO ST. AR3-8444 
and bathing locations including 
lakes and the Atlantic Ocean. 
Professor Scbneeweiss said 
that further study may be con-
ducted by the National Safety 
Council and Ithaca College. Fu-
ture surveys would study approx-
imately 360,000 cases a year fcir 
each of three years, providing 
information accurate to a one 
percent degree of error. 
Mr. Keshishoglou, represented 
by 44 entries, is assistant pro. 
fessor in the Radio-Television 
Department of Ithaca College, 
RESTAURANTS AND CARRY OUTS 
.uowARDjo11nson~S 
Restaurant 
Rt. 13 & triphammer Rd. 
FISH FRY 
(ALL YOU CAN EAT) 
Fried Fish, Lemon Wedge 
French fried Potatoes, Cole Slaw 
Tartare Sauce 
Assorted Breeds and Butter 
$1.29 
Every Wednesday & Friday from-5 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
FALL WEEKEND SPECIAL 
[),;:I;'. ,L.:':/,::: ·:,; '. -,.·_'.;'{ I:)}':-:; 
,,..... .... ,. ., .. . .. ,. &A,.~ouat .. . . __ { 
11
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;, '..1 11 : ,•:::1:,·:'• 11 • ::r•rj~• ,'I:, ,:, 11 
0 
IL» ijfl.]mi ~I I' 11 11 I ·:~:{•: ~-~i t'i~ ",• 0 
...... , ... , .. , ... :., - ., .. , ,:, . .-:-; .. -,~p",,:111 .. r.~ ,,,.;..J! .. -·In 
' : ,:,,' ",{-:·l.R. f,\.·:.•~·1:1· ,',!."i:I .~.• 1·,ll!.t~.,.: .,;·'"'.·'- .... 
L II 'I I _., ~ E ,:i. •.• ,'I 1c ,..r 'I ~ ... :) ~" I " I r 
:· ' ' ,,' .·~,,,~ 'U"' ... )!..-,., .... "'".'"", - .,'' 'illG' " ' 
.:.~.~::." \ .: .. 11~·:1f·\ ..... ~·.· tw£~•~:~~1r.t11111.S1 .. :/ .. ··. ·. 
I r , 11 1 111!) 
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ONLY 29 CENTS 
FREE FRENCH FRIES 
(with this coupon) 
Our way of saying Thanks to the people of Ithaca for tho 
wonderful acceptance of McDonalds. 
look for the golden arches 
McDonald's 
364 ELMIRA ROAD 
Open TIii 12 Weekdays - Fri. & Sat. TIii 1 A.M. 
teaching photography and cine- numerous private collections. 
matography. A native of Greece, Mr. Ruether's photos have ap-
he was a photographer-corres- peared in "Modern Photography" 
pondent throughout Europe and, and "Popular Photography." He 
the Middle East for eight years' has 41 photographs on exhibit. 
before coming to this country. 
He received the B.A. degree in 
radio-television journalism from 
Morningside College, Iowa, in CoUege !Professor 
1961, and the Master's degree 
in the same field at the Uni- bl h 
versity of IoWa in 1962, and at Pu is es 
present is a candidate for the 
Ph.D. degree from the Univer- Magaz·1ne Ar"·acle 
sity of Iowa and the doctorate U 
degree in education from Syra-
cuse University. He has partici- Dr. Bruce Eastwood, an Ithaca 
pated in numerous international College professor of history, is 
photographic exhibitions. the author of an article in the 
Mr. Koski, a native of Ithaca, August issue of "History Today," 
is a member of the Museum one of the leading publications 
staff and a free-lance photogra- dealing with history in the Eng. 
pher. Many of his photographs lish-speaking world. It is pub-
have appeared in the Ithaca lished in London. 
Journal. He is represented in the Asst. Prof. Eastwood's article 
exhibition with 27 entries. is entitled "Causes of the Early 
Mr. Ruether attended Cornell Persecutions," and in it he says 
and the University of Oklahoma. that supersition among the popu-
A free-lance photographer, be lace rather than imperial policy 
has had one-man shows at Cor- was responsible for making Chris-
nell and in Buffalo, and his tians the scapegoats for natural 
work is to be found in The 
I 
catastrophies in the Roman Em.-
Museum of Modern Art and in . pire. 
RESTAURANTS AND CARRY OUTS 
~yluttn 
irlills 
The PIZZA 
is only 
GREAT 
. .. down in 
The Valley House 
801 WEST BUFFALO 
(And you can take it 
with you!) 
1757 SLATERVILLE RD. 
FINE DINING 
5:00 to 9:00 
Specialists in 
Parties & Banquets 
Home of the Burger Family 
A.&W Drive Rn 
272-6171 323 ELMIRA RD., ITHACA 
V 
Snacks, Home Cooked Meals 
fine eating at low prices 
Just right for Student budgets 
V 
111 E. State St 
124 CODDINGTON RD. 
WB'iHIN WALKING DISTANCIE 
SANDWICHES - COMPLETE DINNERS PIZZA 
IFIR.IEIE D1El1V1ER with $5.00 minimum 
HOURS OPEN 
MON . SAT 11 A.M. to 12 Midnight 
SUNDAY 12 Noon to 12 Midnight 
CCDID 272-1379 
. , 
l, 
' 
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French (lub Makes Donald 'Sinta to Edit 
Plans for Next Year • 
:aeis~:m~:~~ ::::~ New Sax Publication 
the French language among stu-
dents of all majors at 'Ithaca A recent recording of Sinta's Ass't. Prof. Donald Sinta, na-
College, made plans for the com- titled "American Music for the tionally prominent saxophone 
ing year and welcomed new Saxophone" was released in virtuoso and member of the 
members at Us first meeting on January by Mark records. Mr music faculty, has created and 
Tuesday, September 27, in the . . · will edit a publication . which 
Flaculty Lounge of the Arts and ~mta h~ appeared 1D concert will be distributed internation-
Sciences Building. m Russia, Europe . and Hawaii ally four times a year. It will 
Laurie Silverman, president of and has been lecturer and soloist be known at "The Saxophone 
the club, said that tentative at music clinics throughout the Quarterly." 
plans for the coming year in- U.S. The purpose of the periodical 
elude a visit from French is to make known the new· works 
foreign students who are study- ---- of quality being written for 
ing at Cornell University, and an saxophone throughout the world. 
mustrated talk by a person who St d w· The first issue will be off the 
recently returned from a tour of U enf IVeS press in November. It will in-
France. · · elude articles by composers 
Field trips to French plays at Given Chance Walter Hartley and Prof. War-
Cornell and Syracuse Universi- ren Benson of Ithaca College 
ties are a1so planned, as wen as For Fulfillment discussing the 1atent · possibili-
the showing of a French film. ties of the instrument and their 
The club, · which was estab- ~ow does a worn~ maintain interest in writing for saxophone. 
lished last year, meets informally a hnk with college life and en- Hartley and Benson each have 
every two weeks on Tuesdays at gage in social, educational, and written six pieces for saxophone 
4:00 P.M. in the Faculty Lounge community service activities most of which have been pre-
and will gladly welcome n~ while busy ~th her role as wife miered by Prof. Sinta. Their 
members. and mother? works are in the repertoire of 
Anyone interested in joining She becomes a member of the outstanding artists around the 
the French Club should contact Wives Club, an active organiza. world. 
Laurie Silverman, who lives In tion designed to combat loneli- Prof. Sinta is regarded as one 
Dorm 21A, or Ann Weisbord, in nes:s and promote friendship o_f 'lll:e three or four most dis-
Dorm 3. ,among the wives of Ithaca Col- tingwshed saxophonists in the 
_____________________________________________ __: _____ elge students. world today. He has ·been a mem-
Each year, since its founding her of the Ithaca College faculty 
in 1958, the club has planned an for ~our years and ~as ?ught 
TWA~C6.UB 
-._,,._ ~ ::.:::.=- ............ 
With this· card =='=;: .. :.::= 
the bookworm turns •• $ 
into an adventurer. 
'JoinTWNs 
50/50 Club and get· 
op to 50% off regular 
Jet Coach fare. 
It's easy. If you're under 22~ 
just fill out an application, buy 
the $3.00 ID card-and you're on 
your way to any TWA city in the 
U.S. for half fare. Your 50/50 Club 
fare is good most all year•, when 
you :fly on a standby basis. 
To get your card, call your travel 
agent, or your nearest TWA office • 
We're your kind of airline. 
N11tlonwlde ~ Worldwldtt ... .., • 
. d11pt1nd on • .,.,. ... 
•Except: Nov. 23 and 27, Dec. 15 thru 24, Jan. 2, a; 4. 
interesting and widely varied P~usly at ,the Umvers1ty of 
program of events. Michigan, the Detroit public 
. . schools and at the National 
Mrs. Fran~i~one, president Music camp at Interlochen Mi-
of the orgamzation, stated thit chigan. ' 
the .annual sponsorship of a 
needy Ithaca family at Thanksgiv-
ing is one of the group's main 
projects, having successfully 
gained the support of area 
merchants. 
These ambitious women were 
also responsible for sponsoring 
a raffle which raised $75 for the 
Mueller Chapel Fund. 
R. Johnson To 
Give Lecture 
On Careers 
. The first of· a series of talks 
called "Careers for Women wtih 
Liberal Arts Education" will be 
held October 18, at 7:00 p.m. in 
U-5. 
Meetings are held twice a 
month and often important guest 
speakers from the community as 
well as from Ithaca College are . Mr. R. ~lison Johnson, the as-
invited. Some meetings are de- sistant Director of Personnel at 
voted to planning for bake sales, Massach?5etts. Mu~al Life Insur-
their entry for the Spring Week- ance ~- dlSCuss new career 
end float parade, and their an- ?pportumti~s for women in the 
nual year-end dinner. xnsurance field. 
Membership is encouraged and Mr. Johnson, a • gr:1duate of 
is open to the wives of all Harvard, membership m Eastern 
Ithaca College students College Personnel Offices. 
· Jacki Finch 
.------------
Barnetts' Sunoco 
519 W. STATE ST. 
272-9881 
¢ 
"We're proud of 
our lube jobs" 
¢ 
Ted and Rollie 
Repair Lamps, 
Small Appliances, 
Duplicate Keys 
¢ 
JIM'S FIX-IT SHOP 
219 N. Aurora St. 
272-1820 
TRAILWAYS 
ANNOUNCES 
3 __ Trips ~aily to New York City 
7:40 A.M. 1:40 P.M. 6:45 P.M. 
Swinger's Special Friday-
leaves 1 :40 p.m. non-stop to New York - arrives 6:45 p.m. 
If tickets are purchased in' advance at 
United Cigar Store 
120 N. Aurora St. - 272-4980 ' 
Bus Will Pick Up al I.C.'s Entrance 
'..1 
I 
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Grreek ~ogh~ughts 
SUPPORT YOUR GRtEIEKS 
irlhey'rre worlldD'llg fc!i' yell.II 
SUPPORT IRHO MIU 
A ERho 
Last night, Wednesday, AERho 
had its rush party for all Radio-
TV majors. The party was held in 
the Ithaca Hotel. Within the next 
few weeks, following IFC rules, 
the national Radio.TV fraternity, 
will send out its bids to students 
who have shown exceptional char-
acteristics in the field of Radio-
TV. 
they wanfl' you're parents ff.'o lbe happy 
On Thursday, Oct. 20th, James 
Graham, the General Manager of 
the Ithaca Journal· will speak be-
fore the group at its regular 
meeting. Mr. Graham will speak 
on the part the newspaper plays 
in American society. This, ac-
cording to President Debi For-
tune, is just one of many speak-
ers that will meet the fraternity 
during the year. 
GO BFC WEEKEND 
then o •• 
GO PARENTS WEEKEND 
Fred Eisenthal and Jenny Beal 
report that progress is being 
made with the annual Parents 
Weekend Banquet to be given 
by the fraternity. All Radio-TV 
majors and their parents are in-
vited to attend this event. 
Faculty members will be on 
hand to meet the parents of de-
partment members. More details 
will be forthcoming. AERho, is 
on the move. 
Phi Theta Phi 
Pi Theta Phi, the professional 
physiotherapy fraternity, held its 
first rush party at th~ Hotel 
Leonardo on October 4. Those in-
terested in pledging had an op-
portunity to meet the members 
informally and to find out about 
Original, Authentic Bench Warmers 
fabulously zip-lined e O 0 by William Barry 
PLUS 211 block-lettered ITHACA 
.....,===_,,~.,,...~-;:o,,"""7-,.,.~,_....,,..,,. 
. . . ABSOLUTELY FREE ! 
THIS WEEK 
ONLY! Reg. $25.00 
IMAGINE! Wool melton bench warmers ... snugly 
zip-lined with Orlon pile (full, quilted sleeve liner, 
too) for just $191 The "official cold-weather coat for 
East Hill, South Hill, ANY hifl! The name, William 
Barry, tells you it's the finest ••• the zip-liner tells 
you you'll wear it Fall, Winter and Spring. (let's 
face it, this is THE original zip-liner country!) The 
reinforced stitching and heavy-duty zipper, the 
smart fashion features • . . deep-thrust cargo 
pockets, adjustable wrist-closures, drawstring hood 
tell you it's the Coat-Buy of the season! Get yours 
tomorrow! 
°௝ COEDS' SIZES 5-M-l 
(Mezzanine) 
0 MEN'S SIZES S-M-L-XL 
(Main Floor) 
0 NAVY 0 BURGUNDY 
YES! Use your IRV LEWIS 
Student Charge Account! 
Meet Toni Ladenburg and Mike 
Terry, cur collegiate fashion con-
sultants, at Stuart's Clothiers, 
409 College Avenue (next to Stu-
dent Agencies) . . . they'll be 
glad to help with any wardrobe-
coordinating problems you may 
have. 
BENCHWARMERS also available 
at: STUART'S CLOTHIERS, 409 
College Ave. 
the fraternity in a friendly, re- I parties, the last being a cocktail 
laxed atmosphere. A free, deli- I party held last night at the 
cious spaghetti dinn~r was held i Sheraton Hotel. Now the ·ob will 
October 11 at Coddmgton's for . 3 
all prospective pledges. be turned over m another week 
Pi Theta Phi is one of the few, 
if not the only Greek organiza-
tion on campus, which includes a 
professional as well as a fun 
aspect to its pledge program, 
thereby giving more of a pur-
pose to the six hectic weeks of 
pledging. We anticipate a really 
good, conscientious, fun-loving 
pledge class this fall. 
Rho Mu Theta 
The brothers would like to re-
mind everyone about uor par-
ent's weekend flower sale now 
being held in the union. We 
know from past experience how 
much the mothers appreciate and 
enjoy the corsages given to 
them. 
The brothers' plans for this 
I.F.C. weekend are very fluid! 
After a big success at the carni-
val, we hit the trail for fun and 
parties with Sunday reserved for 
rest. Happy Weekend! 
Sanny 
SANNY is busily getting set 
for Fall-IFC Weekend with great 
enthusiasm. Our booth at the 
Carnival is really taking shape 
and looks to be one of the high-
lights of the Carnival. Also the 
brothers under the direction of 
Terry (Mitch Miller) Baker have 
been intensely practicing for the 
Greek Sing. All of the brothers 
will be in fine voice for this 
exciting event. The strains com-
ing from 504 East Buffalo Street 
are varied and loud, but practice 
makes perfect, or so they say. 
Thanks from all the brothers 
to Pledgemaster Jack Rosen-
blatt, who will be in charge of 
the pledges for the next five 
weeks. 
Sigma Alpha Eta 
Sigma Alpha Eta, national pro-
fessional speech correction fra-
ternity, will hold its monthly 
meeting on October 19, at 7 p.m. 
Members should check the bulle-
tin board by the clinic for the 
place. 
At the meeting dues of $2.50 
will be collected from key and 
associate members. This will be 
the last possible date for pay-
ment for the fall semester. Ap. 
plications for key and associate 
membership will be passed out 
during this meeting. These will 
be used to determine who will 
be inducted in December. 
Newman Club 
Announces 
!For 1966-67 
Plans 
The Newman Club has an in-
teresting program planned for 
the school year of 1966-67. This 
National Catholic organization is 
combining religious, intellectual, 
and social activities to benefit 
the members of the organization. 
There will be two discussion 
groups of the Young Christians 
Student organization (Y C S). to Rushing Chairmen Frank Sco-
blete and Andy Appel for plan- These discusions will be college 
oriented and will include Ji. 
ning three very successful rush 
Swingline 
PIJ.imMEITs 
[2] Take two 
TOT Staplers 
from three 
TOT Staplers, 
and 
what do 
you have'? 
This is the 
Swingiin® 
Tctt Stapleno 
turgical, scriptual, and social 
problems . 
According to Rev. William 
Graf, the Newman Chaplain, 
there will be a conference in 
Elmira on November 18. This 
conference is in connection with 
the inter-college seminar which 
will be discussing the new 
changes in liturgy. The colleges 
that will be participating in 
this seminar will be Elmira Col-
lege, Corning College, Ithaca 
College and Cornell Universtiy. 
There are also volunteers 
working at Camp McCormick, a 
· rehabilitation camp for delin-
quent boys. These volunteers give 
instruction in religion, musir, 
and sports. Father Graf serves 
the camp as Catholic Chaplain. 
The Newman Library consists 
I 
of over 500 books, which are 
available on a free rental basis. 
There are also various magazines 
and periodicals. 
Masses are said on campus 
not only on Sundays but every 
day of the week. Masses are also 
offered before a home football 
game. 
Between religious services, 
counselling services, and social 
events, the Ne\l,,"Illan Club has 
I 
both an interesting and, exciting 98® ,year ahead. 
(lccludinii; 1000 staples) I 
Lo.t1ter 11i.zo CUB Desk 
Stapler ocly $1.49 I 
No bigger than a pack of gum-but pncb 
tha punch of o. big dc.a.11 Refills o.vo1loblo 
~erywhcre .. Uoconditioruilly &UDrnntieed. 
Mn.de in U.S.A. Get it 11.t any atntioncry, 
vuricty, book atorel 
~--~ __ ,a. __ ® 
__;;;;;,~ INC. 
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101 
unpcnpm, 
KpaVq 011 O.J,&:au Itm1lJ1 JO O/IU Jtm11,.uq 
•.l! •.J;1IdU1S .LO.I. ouo »u!}lovq ~l .J-»n;,q 
!i~ :~':r.,~ti{.:~~O<ii ~~td:t:!1;1 
Gee's Sports Shop 
210 W. State St. 
273-6971 
<> 
O Guns - New & Used 
O Ammunition 
0 Reloading Equipment 
O Quality Fishing Tackle 
O Gun Supplies 
OIJIQ Otl.l, ·z: 1.(va o:>a.:JP~PtJJ: 01wq3 I 
·p;, i,aop ~'ll ina •o.ms "l Sll3A\SNV .__ ____________ __, 
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W:ICB· AM-FM·:·Dial·-
WICB Top HD 
Thi!> Loi;t 
Wook Wcok 
1 9 WALK AWAY 
RENEE 
Left Banke 
2 8 PSYCHOTIC 
REACTION 
Count Five 
3 3 REACH OUT I'LL 
BE THERE 
Four Tops 
4 2 CHERISH 
Association 
5 1 96 TEARS 
? and Mysterians 
6 12 WHAT BECOMES 
OF THE 
BROKEN-
EARTED 
Jimmy Ruffin 
7 4 CHERRY CHERRY 
Neil Diamond 
8 15 HOORAY FOR 
HAZEL 
Tommy Roe 
9 6 LAST TRAIN TO 
CLARKSVILLE 
Monkees 
10 10 I'VE GOT YOU 
UNDER MY SKIN 
Four Seasons 
Pick· Hit: ON THIS SIDE OF 
GOOD-BYE 
Compiled by Al Rosen 
FM Program Guide 
Thursday October 13 
6:00-Sign-0n and News 
6:15-Mutual News Commentary 
George Hamilton Combs 
6:30-After Dinner Concert 
host Mitch Davis 
8:00-News 
Monday, October 17 
6:00--Sign-on and News 
6:15-Mutunl News Commentary 
George Hamilton Combs 
6:30-After Dinner Concert 
host Richard Seewald, 
featured work-Bartok-
Concerto for Orchestra, 
Eugene Ormandy, Phila-
delphia Orchestra 
8:00-News 
8:10--Sound Track Five star-
ring Roy Hamilton 
8:30-"Music From Ithaca"-IC 
Orchestra, directed by 
Don Wells selections--
Beethoven-Overture to 
Leonore Berlioz--Over-
ture .to Beatrice and 
Benedict 
9:00-Escape-host Chuck Pol-
lock 
12:00--Sign-off 
Tuesday, October 18 
6:00-Sign-on and News 
6:15-Mutual News Commentary 
George _Hamilton Combs 
6:30-After Dinner Concerh 
host Jane F'ield, featured 
work-Mozart Sinfonia 
Concertante for Violin, 
viola, and Orchestra-
Rafael Druvian, violin; 
Abraham Skernick, viola; 
George Zsell, Cleveland 
Orchestra · 
8:00-News 
8:10-Showtime "Magic of 
Musical Comedy"-58 
Years of Broadway 
Comedy from 1907 to 
1965 with critic Lee J~r-
dan 
9:00-Escaped-hQst_ Chuck 
Bachrach Public Service without seilsationallsm Contest 
12:00-Sign-off Both p-n,a were narrated . ..... __ Two public service programs ~-.... - WICB is having a co ... ..,,.t! It's 
produced for radio last year by by Gary Gerard. running throughout. the month 
Wednesday, October 19 students in Ithaca College's of October. All that's required to 
. · Radio-TV department have been Folk.Music- · enter is to listen to either WICB 
6:00-Sign-on and News distributed for use by other sta- Every Saturday afternoon, ·AM or WICB FM and fill out the 
6:15-Mutual News Commentary tions. from four to six, on WICB E_'.M, coupon below. 
George_ Hamil~n Combs The programs, considered out- you can listen to Bob Shulman But the best part of the con. 
6:30-After Dinner Concert- standing, have been used by hosting Panorama -0f Folk Music. test is t:he prizes. There are over 
host Lynn Reina, featured WHCU in .Ithaca, WOLF in Syra- When asked what type of folk $200.00 worth · of prizes which 
work-Schumann: Cello cuse, and WCHF in Brook:fhlld, music he ·plays, Bob replied ·"AU include a year's supply of anti. 
Concerto, Leonard Bern- Conn. kinds-I don't try to slant the freeze, a year's supply of cough 
stein, New York Philhar- Becky Askin and Steve Schiff- show." He con~eded that, per- drops, record albums, delux pen 
monic; Leonard Rose, man made the tapes as projects sonally, he favors more mOdern sets, but best of all, an AM-FM 
cellist in the Radio-TV workshop, a artists such as Tom Paxton, Dy- radio and a transistor ra_dio so 
8:00-News junior-level course in that de- Ian, and Buffie St. Marie. Bob you can keep on listemng to 
8:10-Voices of Vista· starring partment. feels that the only "~ds'' in \VICB. 
Richard Rodgers :Miss Askin's program, ''Music folk .t~usic are found- in the sub- Remember :it's easy to enter, 
8:35-Best of the New Albums from Ithaca," consists of a _series ject matter of the song -and not just fill out the coupon and send 
AI Hirt, "The Happy of thirteen tapes, each one half ·in the music itself, citing "'.[lhe it, either via intercampus mail 
Trumpet'' hour in lengt!b, recorded by Eve of Destruction" songs of a or through the regular mail, to 
9·00-Escape-host Don Ber- musicians from the Ithaca COl- ag B b is f th WICB, 124 E. Buffalo Street. All 
· lege School of Music. year . 0• 0 • one O e entries must be received by 
man The Ithaca College Orchestra, creative new additions to WICB October 31, and winners will be 12
:00-Sign-off Band, and Concert Choir con- FM: "The station that bas some- announced on Friday, November 
Thursday, October 20 tributed selections to the series. thing for everyone." 4. 
Faculty and student recitals r-------------------------, 6:00-Sign-on were also presented. 
6:15-:-Mutual News Commen- Mr. Schiffrnan's program, 
tary-George Hamilton "Crime in Socie~," recorded at 
Combs . Elmira d A 
6:30-After Dinner Concert- Pennsylvmµa, • • an u-
host Mitch Davis f-eatored burn reform institutions, re-
work:-Beet:hoven: Con- ported on efforts of state ~-
certo No. 1, Boston Sym· clals to correct criminal be-
phony Orchestra, Charles havior. 
Munch Last July, the Radio-TV de-
8:00 News partment received a letter from 
8:10--Showtime-"Sweet Char· Paul D McGinnis Comm1ssioner 
ity"-Gwen Verdon and · ' 
Broadway Cast of the New._ York State Depart-
9:00-Escapade-Jhost Tom Fen- ment of Correction, congratu-
zel . Iating· Mr. Schiffman on his ex-
ENTRY BLANK 
Name 
Time Listened to WICB .......................................................... .. 
Name of the Show ................... ~ ............................................... .. 
AM ............ or FM ........... . 
Address ......................................................................................... . 
Signature 
12:00-Sign-off cellent presentation of the facts 1-------------------------J 
8:10-Showtime-Anthony New- i:---------~------=--------------------------...;,------~--------------, Iey•s "Stop the World I 
Want to Get Off" 
9:00-Escapade-host Tom 
Fenzel 
12:00-Sign-off 
Friday, October 14 
6:00-Sign-on and News 
6:15-Mutual. News Commen-
. tary-George Hamilton 
Combs 
6:30--After Dinner Concert--
host Basil Matychak: 
Featured work-Stravin-
sky: LeSacre Du Prin-
temps New York Philhar-
monic, Leonard Bernstein 
8:00-News 
8~10-Special Programming 
9:00-Escapade-host Ed:robias 
12:00-The World of Jazz 
host Jeff Sedwin 
2:00 am.-Sign--0££ 
Saturday, October 15 
12:00-Sign-on and News 
12:10-Weekend Pano~ 
1:45--IC Football-Susquehanna 
4:00-Panorama of Folk Music 
, . host Bob Shulman 
6:00-Weekend Panorama-host 
Bill Hergonson 
10:00-Weekend Panorama-
- host Dave Brown 
2:00 a.m.-Sign-0ff 
Sunday, October 16 
12:00-Sign-on: mid News 
12:10--"Master Control"-South-
ern Baptist Convention 
with Mrs. Hester Kyler 
of American Women in 
· Radio-Television, actor 
Burgess Meredith and Dr. 
James L. Pleitz 
12:45--Weekend Panorama-host 
Mike Zimet 
3:00-Weekend Panorama-host 
Rick Hart 
6:00-Weekend Panorama-
host Dee Adams 
8:30-Community Report-Bill 
Shaw, Pat Foote, Bob 
Frieudhein, and Susan 
Greene will be interview-
ed concerning the Ithaca 
Youth council on Civic 
Affairs. 
9:00-Al Rosen Rock Show 
11:05-Voices of Vista with Herb 
Oscar Anderson and 
Guest Star-The Tempta-
tions 
11:10-Al Rosen Continued 
12!00-Sign-off 
!FIRST .PRIZE· 
-
819 Portable AM-FM Radio -
SECOND PRIZE - AM Transistor 
THIRD PRIZE - Year's ~upply_ of Anti-Freeze 
!FOURTH PRIZE- -·Vick's Cough Disc 
FIFTH PRIZE One LP 
S.HXTH PRIZE - !Landy Pens 
- MaiD yourr ent:'ies_ hn to the statiorn 
-
1 
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Bombers:::'-Boosfers,t:Givtf _::··;~:- :$pe~~~~orredion Dept. 
- · ·- ·- Has Child Care Center Hendrickson., Re(eives Grant Dillingham 
For ·study of Uo So Raditalism Elected (Cf fl. ,·On The . RoQd· ' Blazers The Cblld ·Care Center, op-
. · · - · orated by Ithaca College's De-
by Harold Garrity 
The_ Ithaca College Bombers 
and their coaches and trainers, 
are now sporting new blue blaz· 
ers when they travel to away 
games, through '.l:he courtesy of 
a new organization known as the 
Co-chairmen of :the - organiza-
tion are Ed "Dusty" Bredbenner 
and Clarence "Bud'' Larkin, both 
area businessmen. 
"Bombers Boosters." 
The "Boosters" was fo~ed -ARCHERY BECOMING 
1~ year by- 1~ football e_nthu- VERY P"OPULAR SPORT 
srasts, primarily Ithaca business-
men and college alumni. The 
group purchased seventy of trie 
new blazers, which bear the in-
signa 'Ithaca College Football". 
lntraschool Tourneys 
by Jane Field 
The club's activities include Archery is one of the fastest 
parbnent of Speech Correction 
and headed by Mrs. Stephanie 
Thompson, offers daily care for 
babies and pre-school children 
in the -Ithaca area. 
The Center, which presently 
has seventeen children in at-
tendance, was established in ord-
er to give students in the De-
partment of Speech Correction 
experience in working with chJl-
d.ren. The Department feels that 
since many speech therapists 
deal manly with children, a child 
care center is ,a good starting 
point for the student. 
According to Mrs. Thompson, 
there are now about 30 students 
by Steve A. Martin (hairmaw Dr. Hendrickson, assistant professor of history, has been award-
President Dillingham, has been 
ed a grant by the American Philosophical Society to help finance 
elected chairman of the Board 
his research concerning radicalism in American politics. of Trustees of the College Center 
of the Finger Lakes. 
He has already published two 
articles on this subject, one of 
which is "George R. Lumm and 
the Socialist Era in Schenectady, 
New York 1909-1916," and the 
other "Pro War Socialists and the 
IProfessoli' ClheD'll.9 
Sirucllies fElecR'1Tode 
by Sherrie Sorkin 
I\1r. Dillingham was elected at 
the Trustee meeting Monday, 
September 26. Announcement 
was made today by Howard Bur-
nett, president of the College 
Center. 
Professor Cheng-Yin Cheng, in I\1r. Dillingham served as sec-
charge of analytical chemistry retary last year, and previously 
and radiochemistry at .Ithaca has served on various committees. 
College, is currently engaged in Elected vice chairman was the 
further research work on the new president of Hobart and 
cation sensitive electrode. William Smith Colleges, Albert 
Wednesday . evening meetings, growing sports on the Ithaca Col-
after the public showing of the lege campus. Introduced two 
previous. game's films. At the years ago under the auspices of 
games the "Boosters'' are seated W AA, it has come to encompass 
in a special area behind the girls from all departments. working in the center. Facilities 
There is no varsity archery are limited, caring for eight 
team as sucll at this time, and children per session. The morn-
most competition is between in· ing session is from nine to 
team bench. And at the end of 
the season the group holds ·an 
awards dinner. 
Social Democratic League in 
America 1917-1918." These ar-
ticles and his present research, 
he hopes to culminate in a book 
on socialism in New York state 
which he desires to have com-
pleted in manuscript form by 
1968. 
Professor Cheng has previous- Holland. M. Ellis Drake, prcsi-
ly done some preliminary re- dent of Alfred University, was 
search work on the electrode po- elected treasurer and G. Wayne 
tential and response of a cal- Glick, president of Keuka Col-
cium sensitive electrode, which lege, was elected secretary. 
According to Mr. David Wohl- traschool clubs. However, there twelve and the· afternoon session 
heater, assistant director of Pub- are· fnvitational sports days is from one to four. Children 
lie Information for ,the college, where IC competes with teams 
the club is still recruiting nelY_ from Syracuse, Cortland, Wells, from . six months to ~9.ur add 
membership. Blazer membership Harpur, and other area schools. one half years of · age are ac-
is twenty-five dollars, while the If increased interest continues, cepted by the center. · · 
Also a recipient of two grants 
from ·the CollegeCenter of the 
Finger Lakes, Dr. Hendrickson 
has been on the Ithaca College 
faculty since 1963'. He earned his 
doctorate . from -the · University 
of Oklahoma in 1962, and since 
then, has taken part in an adult 
education project of urban studies 
at the University of Oklahoma 
under a Ford Foundation grant. 
is the most recent commercially The College Center of the 
available cation sensitive elec- Finger Lakes was organized five 
trode. years ago to develop cooperative 
fee for active .members~~ is five ther_e is a possibility of the es-' . In the pre-school area, chil· 
doll~. ~e 'B~osters' IS opai tablishment -of an _exchange dren ·play wi·th biocks, books, 
to all mterested persons. sports day program WJ.th other a slide, crayons and a record 
Team members pay a fifteen schools. player. Individual attention is 
This semester he plans further programs which will assist the 
study of the applications of the individual institutions to more 
cation sensitive electrode. The e co no mi c a l and effectively 
electrode is a quick accurate achieved individual objectives, 
measureme'nt of the calcium ion develop cooperative projects 
concentration found in bio-sys- which are beyond the- means of 
tems such as blood, urine, sea abilities of individual members, 
water, and soil solutions. and to enlist the cooperation of dollar deposit on their blazers, As yet, no schedules have been possible because of the maiiy 
and may turn ,the blazer in at set up for this spring. As a re- Speech Correction stuc\enfs who 
the end of the season, or keep sult of the shortened school cal- are eager to put their hours in 
it, forfeiting their deposit. M'r. endar, there is some doubt at at the center. 
Professor Cheng, no stranger other educational and cultural 
to research, has done work on institutions in programs bene-
precipitation from homogeneous ficial to the area. 
Wobll:ieuter said it is expected present whether an extensive Mrs. Thompson explained that 
that most team members will program will be able -to be set for the time being, ,the children 
choose to ~p t!he blazer. up this year. are limited to the indoor play 
Dr. Hendrickson's varied ex-
periences have included teaching 
during summer sesions at the 
Corning Community College, El-
mira College and the University 
of Calgary. The summer of 1965 
he was occupied with original re-
search in Peru. 
solutions. His work on -the pre- The College Center of the 
cipitation of cobalt was done at Finger Lakes includes eight in-
Boston University in the summer stitutional members. They are 
of 1964. The findings were pre- Alfred University, Corning Com-
sented last summer in Moscow, munity College, Elmira College, 
U.S.S.R. at ,the Congress of the Hobart and William Smith Col-
International Union of Pure and leges, Ithaca College, Keuka Col-
Applied Chemistry. lege, and Mansfield State Col-
"You we-re supposed to take 
the chicken out of the bucket." 
® 
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE 
Ktnt11ck&1 fried Ckiektci@ 
Open 11 A.M. - 9 P .M. Everyday 
704 W. Buffalo Street 
Ithaca, N.Y. l?hono 273-8444 
area since there are no outside 
facillties. She said the center 
really needs outdoor play area 
and equipment. The c e n t e r 
charges 25 cents a day per child 
which will go toward the pur-
chase of such equipment. 
When completed, Professor lege. 
Letters-Continued from page S 
Cheng hopes that chemical jour- The headquarters of the Col-
nals will publish the findings of lege Center is located in Haugh-
his current research on the ca- ton House, Corning. 
formance. With her scholarly And More Complaints 
air, inherited. through iher Dear Editor: 
father's . education at Oxford, Having been a student at 
she puritanically pleaded with Ithaca College for three short 
J~hn __ ~chanan, ~r., ~- remodel years I feel I am somewhat cap-
himself, and begin living as a able of making sound judge-
prominent, w~rthy citizen of the ments on the general tone of the 
South. H~r flitty, nervo~ move- Ithacan. In the past, not includ-
~ent agitated the . audience, . as ing last semester, my impression 
!l,t should have. With the high of the Ithacan was .that it was 
standards of iher morality, she a paper that served the purpose 
!'layed the more intimate scenes a normal college paper should, 
m the realm of ?re character she that being reporting news ac-
po~ed. If Miss Ganbaum h~d curately and completely and in-
proJected herself anymore ~ eluding editorial comment on 
such scenes, she would have di- some major issue facing the col-
r~tly violated,_ · her ~le. The lege community. Maybe _ this 
c~ange she made may not have wasn't "imaginative" journalism, 
been more than subtle, but to but at least it was intelligent. 
see ~a completely divert from .For the past semester and 
the rmage she gave throughout what has passed of this one, parts 
the play would have been offen- of the Ithacan have, in my opin-
sive. ion, deviated from the norm of 
I find this play a feat for the responsible journalism. I am 
two departments involved. The speaking more precisely of the 
play is deep and quite beyond editorial comments and "Bits 
the normal limits of a profes- and Pieces." I realize that some 
sional-like group. I must com- students demand reading ma-
mend the players for a good pro- terial of the comic-book class, but 
duction of a difficult play. do you and your staff have to 
rd like to see future critics sink to their level? Certain!Y 
take the time to more carefuDy there are more important issues 
consider points on which they on campus than the Camell 
base their opinions; specificaDy drunks versus Ithaca drunks 
that of the caliber of the play. controversy of the last issue. I 
Philippa Geier might also say that if one is 
going to comment on the choir 
tion sensitive electrode. 
He received his Ph.D. from the 
University of Illinois iand came 
to Ithaca College last year after 
having taught in Pennsylvania at 
Wilson College and at Shippens-
burg State College. 
Parkwood Studios, 
Student Photographers 
Parkwood Studios, a student 
organized, student run photo-
graphic service comes to Ithaca 
College. Parkwood Studios, the 
official photographers for IFC on 
IFC Fall Weekend, will be pro-
viding students, faculty, and 
others with a photographic serv-
ice of the highest quality. 
Parkwood studios is run by 
Eric (F. J.) Shepard and Warren 
Kyprie who may be reached at 
3683 and 3674 respectively. 
There are a wide range of photo-
graphic services offered by Park-
wood Studios. 
Stlllldell'ilfr Gcv0 fr 
ThosWeellt 
Student Congress 
singing under the world famous C.C.F L. has been rescheduled 
conductor, sho could at least for Nov. 5. 
spell his name correctly. The Executive Committee will Building & Grounds 
Dear Editor: You could say rm disappoint- handle United Fund Campaign. 
It would be most appreciated ed with the Ithacan and you K. Jeffrey Falkner was ap-
by the Properties Department in would be right! Come on Rene, I pointed Parliamentarian. 
the interest of cleanliness and know you can do it. The results of the October 10 
maintenance costs if those stu- John Stand.ring Food Survey will be given to 
dents who use the parking area ---- Saga and published at a later 
behind Dorm 9 for a car wash Dear Editor: date. The new M.G.B. constitu-
facility would itake it upon them- As news editor of -thelthacan, tion was approved by Congress. 
selves to wash the vehicles on I am preswnably part of the The new Student Government 
the portion of that area farthest editorial board to which you so Constitution was presented as an 
from the building and nearest often refer in your editorials. amendment to the existing cons-
to the existing sewer drain. Since I have never been con- titution. Because it is an amend-
In addition to creating less suited on an editorial, or voiced ment, it was tabled for three 
work for the custodial crew, the my opinion on the topics (see- weeks, at which time it will be 
above request would also utilize ing a:s yeu never tell us what discussed and voted upon. 
the "NO PARKING" zone near the editorial is on) I want it Applications for the Tutorial 
the building for which it was clear that I am not part of the Program are available at the 
originally intended, refuse col- edtiorial board. My opinions rare- Union information desk and in 
lection. ly coincide with the opinions of both High Rise dorms. All inter-
George E. Herren the editorials. ested students are urged to par-
Director of Properties Paula Silbey, News editor ticipate. 
Tours of Campus 
Newly Organized 
A new system for campus 
tours has been initiated -by the 
administration. The system, 
which began September 26th, 
provides for .hourly tours depart. 
ing from the Egbert Union. 
These tours are being made 
available for the benefit of pros-
pective students, parents, and 
any other interested parties. 
According to Miss Sharon Staz, 
Egbert Union Program Director, 
the first tour will leave Mon-
day through Saturday at 10:00 
a.m. The last daily tour will 
leave at 4:00 p.m. A member of 
the President's Host Committee 
will act as escort. Individuals de-
siring tours can secure notifica-
tion is necessary. , 
The tours begin at the Union, 
go to the Highrise for a view of 
the Terrace living complex, con-
tinue to the Gym, the Adminis-
tration Building, the Science 
Building, and then return to the 
Union. The idea of campus tours 
has been in existence for the 
past three years, but this is the 
first year the project has be-
come so extensive. 
Miss Staz added that if tours 
are desired at other than the 
designated times, or if a large 
group requires more than one 
guide, arrangements can be 
made by contacting Miss Staz or 
Steve Feeser, Chairman of the 
President's Host Committee. 
Leaders' Group 
Whether grades should be run 
on a plus and minus basis was 
discussed Monday in the Leaders' 
Group. Among those in attend-
ance was President Dillingham. 
Views were exchanged and it 
was decided that a poll should 
be taken of the students' reac-
tion on this matter. 
It was also brought up that 
seniors with a C- average would 
not graduate and that this would 
color students opinions of the 
proposed change. 
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Defense Shines Again as 
Bombers Drop Noe Three 
For the second week in a row, 
a solid Ithaca College defense 
was unable to overcome a impo-
tent and mistake riddled Bomb-
er offense. Cortland scored tn 
every quarter and capitalized on 
several costly mistakes -by Ithaca 
as Montclair had the previous 
week. 
Cortland drew first blood with 
a first period 22 yard field.. goal 
by Bill Shear. Ithaca's soccer 
style kicker, Sandor Szabo, 
evened the score early in the 
second period on a 26 yard field 
goal. Late in the second period 
Cortland intercepted a Giroux 
pass on a broken play. On the 
first play from scrimage, the 
Red Dragons left halfback Harris 
Silver scampered 42 yards for 
the touchdown. 
Frank Fazio, Ithaca's leading 
ground gainer this year, electri-
fied the overflow crowd taking 
the second half kickoff 86 yards 
to the Cortland 17 yard line. 
Moment later, Paul "Scooter'' 
Giroux legged the ball in from 
eight yards out. The Bombers, 
under •the direction · of coach 
Richard Lyons, got a two point 
conversion on a Giroux to Fazio 
pass to make the score 11-10. 
Moments later came the games 
most controversial play and most 
costly. John Neyenhouse, Bomb-
er defensive back, tried to field 
a punt to keep Ithaca out of a 
bad situation, deep in their own 
territory, but he could not hold 
on to the ball and Cortland re-
covered possession on the Ithaca 
two yard line. Three plays later 
Dick Speckmann, Red Dragon 
quarterback, carried over the 
winning measure. 
Cortland added insult to injury 
lby Alox Block 
scoring again with 14 seconds 
left in the game,- as Dragon Ray 
Shultz carried in the score from 
the one yard line. 
This loss guaranteed coach 
Lyons of his worst season, rec-
ord wisi:?, since taking over di-
rectio:i of the Blue and Gold 
squad. 
Outstanding on defense were 
Lou Spiotti, who bJocked a 
fourth period · field goal and 
Dave Barton, who moments later 
intercepted a Cortland aerial. 
Commendation also goes to the 
defensive line, led by Neil De-
Rosa who kept the pressure on 
Dragon quarterback Dick Speck-
man all afternoon. 
Saturday, the Bombers take on 
Susquehanna on South Hill 
Field. 
Ithaca O 3 8 0-11 
Col"tland 3 7 8 ~24 
Cortland-Shear 22 FG 
IC-Szabo 26 FG 
Cortland-Silver 42 run (Shear 
kick} 
IC-Giroux 8 run (Firoux pass to 
Fazio} 
Cortland-Speckman 1 run 
(Speckmann pass -to Shultz} 
Cortland-Shultz 1 run (kick 
failed} 
Frosh Grid Teatn 
Tutnbles Cortland 
A powerful Ithaca College This was the first game of the 
freshman football squad rallied season for the Ithaca freshman, 
in the closing minutes of the who previously bad 'held the Cor-
fourth period last Friday to de- nell freshman to -a 0-0 .tie in a 
feat an aroused Cortland team, controlled scrimage. Now 1-0 
33-27. Ithaca ·quarterback Brian on the season, the freshmen take 
Walsh turned a broken play into on St. Lawrence this afternoon 
a long gain by halfback Gerry on South Hill field. 
Culbertson, and moments later Cortland Frosh O 6 O 21-27 
ran the final five yards for the Ithaca Frosh 13 7 6 7-33 
score on a Culbertson block for IC-Barton 5 run (McNeil kick} 
the score. IC-Westbrook 2 nm (kick 
A small but vocal crowd of · failed} 
just under 200 watched as -the Cortland-Beary 17 run (kick 
Ithaca frosh dominated play for failed} 
three periods building up a 26 IC-Culbertson 5 run (McNell 
to 6 lead by -the beginning of the kick) 
fourth period But coach John IC-Nevil 9 pass from Barton 
Shisler had not counted on the ·{Kick failed} 
come-from-behind-abilities of Red Cortland-Foger 7 run (White 
Dragon quarterback Gray Foger. pass from Foger) 
Foger ran and passed his squad Cortland-Foger 12 run (kick 
to a 27-26 fourth period lead. failed} 
At this point, Shisler returned Cortland-Jackson 12 pass from 
his first string who drove for the Foger (Eberlin kick) 
winning tally. IC-Walsh 5 run (McNell kick} 
Football Players 
Sports Scope IC -Runners 
Drop Meet 
To Rochester 
by Larry Hinton 
After the g__ame on Saturday I talked· to the participants 
of both teams. The offense that played at- Cortland had nothing 
but praise for the defense. "A unit that plays 45 minutes of 
the game and only gives up 24 points has got to be something." 
As for outstanding players on this unit you cannot single out 
any one person. They are all good and they all work together. 
These were the general comments heard about campus. Now 
if we had an offense that could coordinate around one person, 
(a full time ·quarterback?) maybe we could win a few more The varsity cross-country team journeyed northward to meet 
games. Rochester Institute of Technologs, 
As far as the soccer team is concerned the only comment in a dual meet last Saturday and 
was "we were bad." The boys were fairly disgusted but were was defeated for the third time 
quick not to blame any one person. in as many contests. As was the 
Last week the Orioles were the talk of the Sports World case in all the previous meets, 
as they took the Dodgers in four straight. The Orioles are a sophomore Tom Williams was the 
young ball club (Bunker 19, McNally 20, Palmer 20). Look leading LC. runner. This time, 
for them to be in the series again soon. Frank Robinson should however, Williams outclassed all 
be M.V.P .. If he is he'll be the first to win that honor in both opponents and placed first in 
leagues. · · · the race over the 4.5 mile course. 
Over ~n the other hill our neighbors look pretty good. . Bom~ harriers fini_shing be- ·1 
Here's hopmg they are able to take the Ivy League. Saturday hmd Williams were Keith Kreut-
they travel to Cambridge to meet Harvard. Good Luck Big Red. zig (5th}, Chuck Kasler (9th}, Ron 
Predictions for next week: '- Axler (loth): ·and Ray Blessey 
Ithaca over Susquehanna-school loyalty dictates this ch?ice. ~dtbie:;:-:al, score :ad ;2"37 
Cornell over Harvard-Cornell has enou}h steam to do It. f th ca s~e~ a 0·3 
Syracuse over Boston College-If Floy Little is well this ::re ~f::ca;· at ~:o~~:ss:~ .j 
should be no problem at all. Col'tland and St J hn iFsh lj 
Notre Dame over North Carolina-The Irish are really powerful. · 0 er. ~ 
Michigan over Purdue-Big Ten duels can go either way any Clearly, the cross-eountry team ll 
weekend but Mich_igan is better. is not off to a good start, and l 
Dallas over St. Louis-This will be close but the Cowboys want Coach Greene confesses to a 
to win. lack of depth in his squad, which 
Green Bay over Chicago-The Packers lost l~st week-they is evidenced by tbe fact that he 
won't let it happen twice. is only running five boys per 
Y H N h Id d . meet, whereas seven are per-New ork over ouston- amat shou o It. mitted. He feels that this is a 
San Diego over Buffalo--The Chargers . are strong. year of rebuilding and takes an 
Comments pro or con concerning this column may be optimistic view for the next year 
directed to th!! Ithacan office via lntercampus mail. or so, for it will be then that 
many of his team members start 
.MIAA To Soon Start 
Co-Rec Bowling Leagues 
A new bowling league com-
prised of fae~ty and staff teams 
is being formed to start around 
the 20th of Oct. at 9:00 P.M. in 
the Ithaca College bowling cen-
ter. 
Mr. DeLuca, Assistant Profes-
sor of Physical Education at LC. 
reported that many departments 
will be represented mcluding 
Physical Education, Dean's Of-
fice, Administration, Admissions 
Birds 43, Green Machine 43, 
Nimble Fingers 37, Lil Duce 33, 
A Go Go's 31, Saga 27 and Eval-
uated 22. 
Members of the wi.nltillg team 
included Mearl · Greene, Robert 
Denoncourt and John Shisler,' all 
Assistant Professors of P .E. and 
A1an -Estey and . JObn Polo, tioth 
instructors in P .E. at Ithaca Col-
lege. -- John Polo had team IDld 
league high average of 178. 
coming •into their own as run. 
ners. 
He was especially pleased with 
the showing of his freshman 
harriers who ran in an unof. 
ficial meet with R.LT. Bob Jordan 
was the first LC. contestant 
across the finish line, losing the 
race by a nose to <an R. L T. 
runner. In the final point tally, 
however, it was the Bombers 
who squeezed out the victory, 
26 to 29. 
The team traveled to Hamilton 
yesterday for a meet, and they 
will go into action again a week 
from Saturday when they will be 
the guests of Hartwick College 
of Oneonta. Soccer Team Loses 4-3 Get Free Haircut and Tre~er's Office, as well 
as the Liberal Arts Department. by Pam Davis stunt. Lonnie Schilstra, not to be 
Last Saturday the I.C. soccer outdone, scored the tying goal 
team lost its first regular sea- with eight minutes and fif-ty 
son game in over a year to the seconds of the third quarter 
Oswego Lakers by a score of gone. 
4-3. The Bombers last loss was With the score standing at 3-3 
suffered in a post season game the game became quite tense. 
against Brown last year; the Every kick was important. The 
final score was 2-1. Bombers tried to score the win-
Oswego dominated the first ning goal many times but nof.!1-
half by scoring two goals in the ing was CO-Ordinated at the right 
first quarter and one in the moments. Oswego finally broke 
second. The Bombers lacked co- the ice in the fourth quarter. 
ordination and appeared slightly With the winning goal under 
disheartened at the half as the their belts the Lakers fou.gftt 
score stood Oswego 3, Ithaca 0. gamely to keep their hosts from 
The first nine minutes of the typing or winning. At the final 
second half were a complete op- gun the score stood Oswego- 4-
posite from the preceding one. Ithaca 3. 
The Ithacans began to click, The Ithacans are set to start 
their offense took over. Dale another winning streak when 
Dirk started the scoring parade they play against Rochester Oct. 
after two and one half minutes 
had elapsed. Three minutes later 12 and St. John Fisher Oct. 15. 
Tony Diagostino repeated Dirk's Both games are away. 
All AMERICAN 
BOY 
OF THE WEEK 
PHIL BROWN 
P.E. '68 
receives 5 gallons of 
gas FREE 
at 
Frank's American 
201 W. Seneca St. 
Each week 1::hree Ithaca Col- Information is now being dis-
le~e football P}ayers get a ~e· tributed 50 ,that any interested 
haircut at Moes Barber Shop m persons may sign up before the 
downtown Ithaca on _North. Au- starting date of Oct. 20th. Tlie 
ro~ S~et. The hllll"cut IS a league will be a repeat in that 
pnze _given by Moe. Norman, -the a similar league was established 
proprietor, to the three _outstand- last ear 
ing players of the previous Sat- Y • • 
urday's football game. In 1~ year's final standin~, 
The prizes go to the best all- the J8?1 ers won 1st place with 
round player (called the whistle- 44 pomts followed by Early 
man}, the best offensive player, 
and the best defensive players. 
The recipients are determined 
by Coach Lyons. 
According to Moe and Coach 
Lyons, -the purpose of the award 
is twofold. It provides added in-
centive to the players, and it 
gives extra recogniti'on to the 
outstanding players of each 
week's game. This prize also 
shows the players that interest 
in Ithaca College football exists 
outside of the college. 
WAA 
This year W .AA. is trying to 
include all activities that might 
interest the women of Ithaca Col-
lege. The Swim and Stay Fit-50 
mile swim is another event which 
has just ·been added to the calen-
dar. It is held on Tuesday nights 
between 7-9 p.m. All women are 
invited to attend. 
"The First Stop is your Best Stop" 
.,__ 
LIVE BANDS Friday afternoon 4-7 
Friday & Saturday nights 9-11 
P,e~Season SKI SALE 
featuring selection of Hart _discontinued metal skiis 
20% off 
ski parkas, boots, wood skiis 
Oldest·& Most Reliable ski shop in Ithaca. 
EVERYTHING THAT'S FUN 
420 EDDY STREET 
PHONE AR 3-3030 
ITHACA, N.Y . 
• 
Gymnastics Team Starts 
~~: 8!.!~~~th,~.!~~ :~£.S~huckle, I 
College gymnastic team ·will be- all of whom performed for the , 
gin praparations for another in- team in 1965. Eggleston's · prime I' 
tercollegiate campaign. Coach concern· is to find repl!lcements 
Gordon Eggleston will begin his for Walt Snopek, Jim Sears and 
second year as varsity mentor; four other graduates. Team 
last season the Bombers com- members feel that if these gaps 
piled a 5-3 record, the best in are filled last year's record 
team history. Junior Bill Cow- could be surpassed. 
den will lead the squad through In gymnastics points are 
their tough 9 meet schedule, awarded for six events; free ex· 
which includes powerful teams ercise, parallel bars, long horse, 
from Cornell, Cortland, West side horse rings, and 'horizontal 
Chester and Montclair. 
Cowden was last year's indi- bar. Meets take place in tile 
vidual standout as the Bomber's gymnasium and all students are 
all-events performer. -He will be urged to take a part in this up· 
assisted by team.ates Rick Miller, and~oming sport. 
Pheasant Season opens Monday (Oct. 17) 
In Stock: 
Remington Shells, Shot guns or rifles, American & 
Foreign calibers in stock, Rubber rain gear • 
Specials 
Gun bags--$1.39 
Shell belts--$1.35 
Hunting Hats-$1.00 and up 
303 British shells--$.10 per round 
__ This Week Only: _ 
Hunting Jacket & Pants .$7.95 
New and used guns--we buy, sell & exchange 
··oPEN EVENINGS to serve your needs best 
Gun & Tackle Center 
504 W. State St. 
